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Drug Debate

Crossing Over

The debate will continue as
to the risks associated with
popular ADD medications.

OPINIONS PAGE 7

Trustees
debate on
insurance

By Jessica Bruce
jbruce@ups.edu
Senior News Writer

At the Board of Trustees meeting on Feb. 8 and
Feb. 9, one of its considerations was whether to
add $36 to each student's tuition bill in order to
fund universal medical insurance for students.
Vice President Jean Kim initially proposed
a universal mandated insurance package to the
Budget Task Force. If passed, the proposal would
have raised student tuition by $26 and given all
UPS students up to $5,000 insurance in event of
any medical need.
Since that initial proposal, rising insurance
premiums have forced the cost per student to increase to $36.
The Budget Task Force, which released its
budget proposal for the 2006-2007 fiscal year in
mid-January, did not endorse the initial insurance
proposal, citing increased costs to students.
President Ron Thomas received feedback from
the community, including the ASUPS student
senate and Kim, endorsing the insurance policy
despite the BTF's recommendations.
Thomas will consider this feedback when he
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Women take lead
UPS Women's basketball
claims the conference lead.
They play tpday against
Whitworth and Feb. 11
against Whitman.
SPORTS PAGE 3
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Winter Break in
Africa
Senior Nick Brown travelled
to Uganda over winter break
tp attend Global Youth
summit.
NEWS PAGE 3
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Happy "V" Day
Vagina Monologues gears
up for their annual performances to end violence against
women and girls.
FEATURES PAGE 10-11
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Last weekend, UPS saw the Crossover tradition continue on Todd Field. All four fraternities and
members of the sororities gathered on Todd Field as the men pledged Sigma Chi, Phi Delta Theta,
Beta Theta Pi and Sigma Nu. Crossover represents the end of the recuitment process which began
on Jan. 28. Seventy-four men pledged this year.

Crime incidents at UPS continue to worry students.
THUMBS PAGE 3

Off-campus burglaries
create on-campus concerns
By Tara Horn
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Upon returning to Tacoma after winter
break, five UPS students found that they had
to replace more than a few textbooks before
starting classes.
Their house had been burglarized.
"They managed to take all of my hobbies,
that weren't directly school related, namely
my video games and my guitars," sophomore Clayton Weller said.
Costly items including computers, televisions, video games and music equipment
were stolen, along with towels, razors, laundry baskets and even a bottle of Wool Lite.
"It helped me to be grateful for the things
that I have," sophomore Sarah Smith said.
Month-long breaks spent away from offcampus homes can make student houses susceptible to burglary and fire.
There are three things that Todd Badham,
Director of Security at University of Puget
Sound, recommends off-campus residents
should be aware of: property crime, fire
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Senior News Writer

UNTIL THE VIOLENCE STOPS

Mid-afternoon
mugging

PAGE

Alumni Office
reconfigures goals

VDAY
Gz4

HEALTH INSURANCE

safety and personal safety when commuting
from home to school.
Because many students are renters, it is
equally important to understand what a landlord is responsible for.
Gloria Treseder, Smith and their three
housemates learned through their experience. Since then, they have replaced deadbolts, put up blinds and placed a 2 x 4 over
an exterior door to deter intruders and to
conceal their belongings.
These residents had recently learned another lesson about living off campus.
The month before the burglary they struggled with flooding in their basement.
While the problems encountered in the
Proctor district were simply the fault of bad
luck, and not a bad landlord, it is still important for students choosing to rent off-campus
to know what they are entitled to by law.
Being a landlord and renting to a tenant
is a business, which includes legal requirements involving health and safety.
A tenant is entitled, by law, to have a safe
place to live in.
"There are lots of things to consider when
you're entering into a business and legal
SEE BURGLARIES PAGE 4

The Alumni Programs Office is getting its act
back together after a semester of operating understaffed.
Alumni Programs usually employs five people: a director, an assistant director and office
workers who collaborate to put on events like
ASK Night and Homecoming.
While Homecoming last year was one of the
most successful weekends of its kind, according
to Vice President of Enrollment George Mills,
the office has struggled recently.
Last May, the director of alumni programs resigned and the job search for a new director was
postponed. President Ron Thomas appointed
current Vice President of Enrollment and Alumni, George Mills, as the acting director.
This allowed for the new Vice President of
University Relations, David Beers, to settle into
SEE

ALUMNI
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Darfur Die-In
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Felicia Flanders was among a dozen UPS students who
participated in the "Darfur die-in" on Jan. 26. The students called attention to the Darfur genocide, which has
reached a death toll of 300,000.
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CONT. FROM PAGE 1
his position.
ship between parents and alumni so that these people
Now, after a semester of getting used to the Univer- can still feel connected to the university.
sity, Beers, is conducting the search for a new direc"There will be a definite alumni and parent relationtor. Earlier this semester the job listing was posted, but ship focus," Academic Dean Kristine Bartanen said.
other measures were taken.
That relationship will be important in the future when
The University has since hired an employment con- the University begins to make headway on its Strategic
sulting firm to actively locate individuals who would Plan, which is involved with President Ron Thomas'
not otherwise think of applying for the position and Tapestry of Learning plan.
round up applicants not reached by the previous
"Our goal is a coherent unified relationship from research.
cruitment to matriculation, to graduation, to a profesThe firm will push harder to get people to consider sional career and then further," Thomas said.
their current positions and encourage them to take inThe programs will continue, but the philosophy will
terest in the job that the University is offering.
change, as the new name signifies.
While this might seem curious, the department is
If anything, there will be more meaningful and valuevolving into something bigger, according to the stra- able programs for the alumni.
tegic plan of the university.
But all of this must be funded, and the restructuring
The position of Director will be on the same level as of the alumni and parent programs, but also other feathe Vice President, President and other high manage- tures in the strategic plan, like the new buildings for
ment positions.
the Occupational Therapy program.
The hiring process for those positions is often asThat is the business that the Board of Trustees will
sisted by such a firm.
be dealing with this week.
"Part of the strategic plan is to fully
Part of the payment plan inengage the alumni," President Ron
"Our goal is a coherent unified rela- eludes adjusting the EndowThomas said.
tionship from recruitment to matricu- ment payout.
Assistant Director Ed Snyder has lation, to graduation, to a professional
Another notion has been
also been working in the alumni staff career and then further."
to increase fundraising from
with aid from his support staff, which
alumni and parents.
includes Sharron Airey, staff member
While the board hammers
—Ron Thomas
Jimi Grasso, who normally works
UPS President out those ideas, the Alumni
in the Development office, and Ken
Programs office has begun
McGill, the President of the National
working on creating those
Alumni Board.
new relationships.
Some of these changes have been because the entire
This summer, President Thomas will be going to five
different functions in five different cities for alumni.
office is being restructured.
Other events have been turned into alumni events.
"There is a shift in the direction from alumni program planning to alumni relations," Mills said.
Business and Leadership Professor Jeff Matthews gave
That is, the office will be working harder not just to a lecture at the Library of Congress and the University
put on programs for alumni, but rather to establish re- encouraged alumni to attend.
The most important alumni event for the upcoming
lations between the alumni and the University.
"The success we had at homecoming depends on the year, Homecoming, has already entered its planning
stages.
relations made with alumni," Mills said.
On the planning committee are alumni who will be
The relations made at events like homecoming will
enable the office to keep up with almuni across the involved to create events that alumni want to see, with
assistance from current students, who will work on crecountry.
That isn't the only new focus that the office has in ating more unity between current students and alumni.
store. They are also combining Alumni Programs with While alumni have been on the committee before, the
focus has shifted to make the programs offered more
Parent Programs.
"Parent Programs is included because of the simi- personal.
Brandon Lueken is not looking forward to the day when he
larities of programs," Mill said.
is hounded for money as an alumnus.
The train of thought is to establish a clear relation-
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World News
Fossil resembles T. Rex

A fossil found in northwestern China by American and Chinese scientists may be the "granddaddy" of T. Rex. The fossil was found in 2002 and
has just been linked to the Tyrannosaurus rex because of the similarities between its teeth and pelvic structure. The new species is named Guanlong
wucaii, meaning crowned dragon.

Riots over cartoon continue

Western embassies in Iran, Syria and Lebanoncontinue to be attacked by Muslims. 12 total have
been killed in riots, leading U.S. Secretary of State,
Condoleezza Rice, to blame Iran and Syria for inciting violence and exploiting Muslim anger. The
French magazine Charlie Hebdo becomes the latest to print the cartoon.

A case of the bird flu virus was confirmed on
Feb. 8 in Nigeria. Nigeria, Africa's most populous
country, has about 140 million poultry. The United
Nations veterinary officials also said they have
been investigating similar rumors of bird deaths in
a number of other African countries.

Violence broke out on Feb. 8 as Nepal held its
first elections in seven years. The military shot and
killed a dissident who was protesting the elections,
while suspected Maoist guerrillas attacked government buildings.

US seeks funds for genetic
research

The National Institutes of Health is trying to
raise $60 million from drug companies to help the
launching of a major project to uncover elusive
genetic variations that make people vulnerable to
some of the most common diseases, citing an industry-government partnership that is' crucial to
speed research.
COMPILED BY TRAIL STAFF

Conspiracy of Hope is a
week-long event that tries
to connect the UPS
Community with the
greater Tacoma
Community. Check out
all these great events!
Activities Carnival
-

Metro Drive
12-4 p.m. Saturday Feb. 11
Rotunda
LIVE IT! Fair
All Day Monday Feb. 13
Vendor Row
Bread Bowl Sales
11-1 p.m. & 5 7 p.m.
Wednesday Feb. 15
Rotunda
Blood Drive
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Thurs & Fri Feb. 16 & 17
SUB 101
Benefit Concert
7:30 p.m. Sat. Feb. 18
Schneebeck Concert Hall
-

•

Dissident Killed in Nepal

CONSPIRACY
OF HOPE

5 7 p.m. Friday Feb.10
The Fieldhouse

•

Bird flu found in Arm
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ASUPS By-Laws revised, courtesy of ASUPS
Section 4. Eections Committee
Purpose: To organize and coordinate all student
A.
elections.
Powers and Responsibilities:
B.
To conduct all ASUPS Elections in accordance
with the Constitution, By-Laws, and Senate-approved
Elections Guidelines.
To submit Elections Guidelines in writing to the
Senate two (2) weeks prior to the opening of the nominations for Senate approval.
To enforce campaign guidelines and regulations as
determined by the Elections Committee and the Senate.
To make public the amount of money each office
may spend on its elections.
C. Membership:
Five (5) students at large, appointed by the VicePresident in consultation with the President.
Two (2) Senators.
Vice-President, non-voting.
Any person running for an elected office may not
be a member of the Elections Committee or participate
in any of its duties.
If the Vice-President is unable to serve on the Elections Committee, the President of the ASUPS shall be a
non-voting member. The executive's seat shall remain
vacant if neither can serve on the Committee.
The Committee shall elect a Committee Chair from
among its voting members.
Meetings: As designated by the Chair in agreeD.
ment with the Committee members.
Elections Procedures:
E.
A candidate shall be defined as anyone who is voted
for.
The elections procedures for ASUPS elected offices are as follows:
Candidates file their intention to run for an elected
position.
An up-to-date list of candidates and the positions
for which they have filed must be made public in the
Wheelock Student Center for the duration of the elections process.
All candidates, processed or write-in alike, must be
full-time students at the time of their election, as defined
by the University of Puget Sound, with a cumulative
grade point average of 2.0 or higher. First semester first
year students are excluded from this GPA requirement.
Proof of both claims must be provided by the candidate
before the general election, or, concerning a write-in
candidate, no later than forty-eight (48) hours after the

close of the election.
All executive candidates must be full-time students
for the semester preceding the election as defined by
the University of Puget Sound Registrar's Office.
All candidates must be enrolled at the University of
Puget Sound campus at the time of the election.
3. The dates for filing and election are determined by
the Elections Committee and submitted to the Senate
for approval at least two (2) weeks prior to the commencement of the elections process.
4. Any member of the ASUPS, as defined by the
Constitution Article II, Section 2, may be written in
as a candidate for an office in the elections. A write-in
candidate must adhere to guidelines pertaining to their
campaign set forth by the Elections Committee or else
be considered ineligible for a win.
5. ASUPS general elections are conducted as follows:
General elections are held no later than the sixth (6)
week of each semester.
The form of the ballot is determined by the Elections Committee and set forth in their Elections Guidelines.
Spaces will be provided on the ballot for write-in
votes in all offices.
Names on the ballot will be listed alphabetically.
The Elections Committee will designate the time
of voting, the number of official ASUPS polling places, the location of official ASUPS polling places, and
the number of official ASUPS booths at each polling
place.
Each voter must present proof of current enrollment and his or her name must appear on the official
records of the University.
After all votes have been cast, a secret counting of
the ballots will be made by machine or by students authorized by the Elections Committee. A student member of the Honor Court must be present during ballot
counting.
Until the winners are announced, only the Elections
Committee and the students authorized by the Committee to assist in the countina. may know the ballot totals.
Election results must be announced to the candidates, to KUPS, and to The Trail as soon as they are
tallied and no later than thirty-six (36) hours after polls
have closed. Ballot totals will be made available only
upon request of the Elections Committee.
6. Campaign spending includes all cash, goods, and
professional services for and utilized in support of a
candidate's election, assessed at market value, as deter-

mined by the Elections Committee.
The Elections Committee determines the campaign
spending limit for all elected offices each semester,
subject to Senate approval.
Candidates may not exceed the campaign spending
limit.
Candidates must submit campaign expenditures to
the Elections Committee within twenty four (24) hours
of notification of the official final election results.
7. ASUPS special elections must be conducted in the
same manner as the ASUPS general elections, exclusive of the six week time constraint.
8.In case of a tie between two (2) or more candidates
in a final election, the Elections Committee will conduct a runoff election within one (1) week of the election in which the tie occurred, in a manner consistent
with the election rules.
A plurality vote is required to elect elected officers
of the ASUPS.
The names of all candidates for ASUPS elected
offices and all ASUPS election returns are recorded in
the permanent records of the Senate.
No student may hold two (2) or more positions
in the Senate or Executive Office at the same time. A
student who intends to run for a second office, whose
present term will overlap with the office he/she intends
to run for, must resign his/her position one day prior to
his/her installation in the event that he/she is elected.
Penalties for violations of campaign regulations, guidelines, or rules, as established by the Elections Committee, the Senate, and the By-laws, may be
imposed by the Committee.
Penalties that may be enforced by the Elections
Committee prior to the election may include, but are
not limited to, the removal of the candidate's publicity materials, public notification of the candidate as a
violator, or removal of the candidate's name from the
ballot.
Candidates unsettled by the manner in which
the elections process has been run must contact the ASUPS Vice President formally and in writing with any
complaints prior to the announcement of the official
and validated elections results.
After an election, the Honor Court is empowered, and is the only body empowered, to invalidate a
candidate's election after receiving a formal complaint
or after being requested to do so by the Elections Committee and after due process. These invalidation proceedings must be commenced within three (3) weeks
after the election in question.

Only one airline is Hawaiian.
We fly daily across the Pacific
non-stop from 9 Western U.S. cities
featuring island-style cuisine,
hospitality and entertainment.
Visit our web site to find our

HAWAII 101

lowest unadvertised fares.

Zero credits, but who really cares?

HAWAI IAN

HawaiianAirlines.corn
HAWAII STARTS HERE
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UPS student attends Global Youth summit in Uganda;
By Rachel Gross
rgross@ups.edu

News Writer
Senior Nick Brown always wanted to go to Africa, but he didn't want to go as a tourist.
When the Global Youth Partnership for Africa contacted the International Relations
major while he was doing research on the northern Uganda conflict, Brown knew that
he had found his reason.
While other UPS students worked or went on vacation this winter break, Brown took
a different kind of trip. He joined 24 other college students from around the United
States at an international youth summit at Makerere University in Kampala, Uganda.
The 25 students from the US met with 25 Ugandan youths, as well as students, teachers and community leaders from Uganda, and joined in a discussion of some of Uganda's most pressing issues.
Brown focused on the origins of conflict and strategized ways to work toward peace
and reconciliation, while other students discussed women's rights and the spread of
HIV/AIDS.
Brown first became enthusiastic about activism in Uganda when he heard about the
conflict about a year ago. He was surprised by the fact that the world seemed to be
ignoring such a large-scale humanitarian disaster.
"When you learn about it, you can't help but become passionate about it," Brown
said.
Brown received a grant from the enrichment committee at UPS to research the conflict in northern Uganda over the summer in preparation for the summit in January.
This preparatory work enabled Brown to arrive in Uganda well-versed in the topics
the shaped the conference. He was able to explain how tribal tensions in the region
dating back to the pre-colonial era continue in the present day and how the 1986 coup
that left Yowere Musevini in power led the rebel Lord's Resistance Army to become a
terrorist organization.
The LRA kidnaps children between the ages of eight and 12 and uses the girls as sex
slaves and the boys as fighters. They have kidnapped over 20,000 children from their
homes since 1990, according to the United Nations Integrated Regional Information
Networks news website.
Part of the summit that Brown attended was dedicated to creating programs that
would reintegrate the brainwashed children back into the community. The LRA forced
many to kill their families and the community ostracizes the returned children for their
deeds.
For Brown, one of the best parts of the trip was the personal contact he got with
people actually involved in the conflict he had studied in the classroom.
To Brown, one troubling aspect of his visit to Uganda was the fact that the people
there treated him differently based on his light skin.
"They think that any American who comes must be important, so we got to meet with
important people in the Ugandan government and army," Brown said.
One thing that Brown's research and his subsequent trip have shown him is that one

person's story is more powerful than all the facts. Brown remembers the story that a
summit friend told about her younger brother, one of the many children kidnapped and
forced to fight in the LRA.
When he eventually escaped and came home, his sister saw that he habitually turned
on the water faucet and stared at the flowing water; just standing there and turning it
on and off.
Eventually the sister asked him why he did that, and he said it was because he could
relive the joy of causing blood to flow.
When he was out in the bush, Brown explained, the boy had the ability to cause blood
to gush forth and the ability to make it stop; turning the faucet on and off reminded him
of that power. It is the power of stories like these that made Brown continue the work
he began at the summit,
Brown screened a film about the conflict on Feb. 7 in an effort to raise awareness.,
about the Uganda conflict on the UPS campus and has other programs planned for the '
rest of the semester, including a BBQ to raise money at the end of the semester.
Brown plans to return to Uganda and hopes to bring an interested freshman or sophomore with him who can continue the tradition of activism once he graduates.
Rachel Gross wants to sponsor a child for only $1 a day with her extra SUB points.

•

PHOTO COURTESY OF NICK BROWN

Senior Nick Brown went to Uganda last summer on a UPS grant to study the country's political
and social conflicts. The International Relations major recently returned to Uganda over winter is
break to participate in the Global Youth Parnership for America summit.

Health Insurance

CONT. FROM PAGE 1

makes his recommendations for the Board of Trustees
early this week.
"In the 19 years that I've worked here, this is the first
time I've been aware of an appeal to the BTF proposal,"
CHWS Director Donn Marshall said.
Marshall endorsed the insurance proposal.
"CHWS is the place where the need for it shows up,"
Marshall said. "No other place will recognize the needs.
If it doesn't pass, my guess is we'll be going back to the
Budget Task Force next year."
According to Marshall, approximately 20 percent of
UPS students lack medical insurance. Among the 80
percent that claim to have some form of coverage, an
unknown percent is inadequately insured or has insurance that does not cover them in this state.
"The thing we run into is students saying they have
insurance, but then we find out it doesn't cover them,"
Marshall said. "If you break your leg, what are we going
to do, send you back home to California?"
Marshall often sees students who feel they do not need

B urglaries
agreement with a landlord," Associate Director for Student Services Yoshiko Matsui
said. "You should try out a landlord like
you are a consumer and they are selling you
something," Matsui said.
She also suggests a potential landlord be
"screened."
In addition to a working heating system
and locking windows, landlords are also required to provide and maintain one fire extinguisher per floor.
Matsui emphasized the partnership of
landlords and tenants necessary to keep a
house safe and in good working order.
"People don't recognize what the responsibilities of the tenant are and what the responsibilities of the landlord are. No one
wants to live in a place that is infested with
mice, but if the tenants have food lying out
everywhere, it's not entirely the landlord's
fault," Matsui said.
Matsui went on to say that it is the tenants job to notify the landlord of repairs in
a timely manner and to see that these repairs
are made.
In addition to what landlords are required
by law to do, students are also expected to
take some responsibility as far as fire and
crime prevention goes.

insurance.
"We have a healthy population, so it is easy for students to say, 'I can be O.K. without insurance,"' Marshall said. "On a weekly basis, we see students receiving
inadequate treatment or postponing treatment because
they lack insurance."
Marcos Goldstein, a sophomore from Venezuela, relies on accident insurance from UPS but has no insurance for illnesses.
"I have left—over pills from other illnesses and if
it gets too bad I just go and pay for medical treatment
out of my pocket or I go to CHWS," Goldstein said. "I
would love it if UPS provided insurance for every student."
According to Kim, UPS mandated health insurance for
every student three years ago. However, due to insufficient funding, the policy has yet to be implemented.
"There's general agreement that mandatory insurance
is a good thing for a university like ours," Kim said, citing the large population of students with homes from

CONT. FROM PAGE
Students who have a tendency to pack a
lot of people into a small living space should
make sure there is still a clear path in the
event of a necessary evacuation.
"Simple things like taking the trash out
and keeping combustible materials away
from the house and outside of the kitchen is
a good basic practice," Badham said.
Badham recommends that students take
advantage of the Student Personal Property
Plan which insures personal property that
students own or are leasing.
While many are covered under their parent's plan, it is strongly recommended that
students get a separate plan for a small premium per year.
Information about options available is
available through Student Services.
"It can happen to anybody. We locked
our doors. We live in a nice neighborhood.
Things can still happen even if you take all
the necessary precautions." Treseder said.
For more information regarding property
and personal safety on or around campus,
Matsui invites students to the student services on the second floor of the Wheelock
Student Center.
In the event of an emergency, Tara would grab
her collectible Beanie Babies.

outside of the state of Washington.
According to Marshall, UPS' lack of coverage makes
it unusual compared to other national liberal arts univer- $
sities. The university does offer a voluntary low —cost
policy for students and all students are automatically insured up to a certain amount in emergencies.
If the current proposal is implemented, it would act
as a primary insurance source for those students who
lack msurance. For others, it would fill in the gaps of
other insurance policies, such as those provided through
students' parents.
Most students would never need the insurance, but because every student would pay, the cost would be very
low.
"Ultimately this would probably be a CHWS headache," Marshall said. "None of this money would come
to CHWS. However, I'm really convinced that there are
students who don't graduate because of health issues,
because their needs aren't met."
Jessica Bruce frequently goes to CHWS to steal condoms.

•

Campus Crimes
On Feb. 8, in the 600 block of South Union, just a few blocks south of
campus, three people were found dead inside a house, following a call
from neighbors indicating that they had not seen the homeowners for
some period of time.
Theft: A student was confronted near the Tennis Annex by several 18 -19
year old males. His wallet and IPOD were stolen. Please see the Crime
Alert Bulletin sent on February 2, 2006 for more information.
Damage: A staff member reported damage that occurred to his vehicle
while it was parked near the Fieldhouse.
Counterfeit: Security staff reported two cases of Counterfeiting to the
Tacoma Police Department. In each case counterfeit 20 dollar bills were
passed in the Wheelock Student Center.
Drug Possession: Security staff contacted several students during two
separate incidents that were suspected of possessing and/or using marijuana on campus.
Security Services will continue to work closely with Tacoma Police
on resolving all incidents affecting the campus community. We

advise the campus community to continue to take personal safety
precautions. Please report any suspicious activity to Security Services at X 3311 or Tacoma Police at 911.

4P
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Resolve to Have No Resolution
Russell Howe
rhowe@ups.edu
Opinions Writer

- like making resolutions or improving your life. When your
best friend has a birthday party do you think;
"Aw, this is a great party! Having this great time has made
me realize I'm overweight, so I'm not going to eat beef jerky
for a year!"
And yet, when the Earth has a birthday, millions of people
decide to exercise more, eat less or work harder — or decide
dating high school chicks is okay as long as you don't have a
real job (again, my friend Scott).
Now, for the most part, I don't really care what you do at
New Years. Get drunk, kiss a stranger caress a goat (Scott

About one month ago the year 2005 gave
way to 2006, resulting in numerous parties,
thousands of midnight kisses and millions
of resolutions to improve life in one way
or another. Everybody believed this New
Year was a fresh start, a time to make a difference.
2006 was going to rock.
... twice in the same night) — it wouldn't
4r Then everybody woke up on Jan.. 1 and
really
matter to me except for one little
discovered that the weather was still cold,
fact:
most
are incredibly unimaginathe days were still short and George Bush
"Make a stand and don't tive when people
it comes to making resolutions.
still had no idea that he is Cheney's bitch. In go to the gym after New In fact, everyone basically makes the same
short, 2006 was no different from 2005.
Years. Go after your own one: Go to the gym more, eat less, or both.
There is a reason for this, and that reason birthday. After all, you're
Which means that for the month or so
is simple, so it's probably misunderstood by the fatty who needs to get after New Years the gyms are overflowing
everybody. There is no physical or natural in shape, so why ruin some- with half-hearted exercisers, and Kashi has
reason to celebrate New Years — it's a huone else's party?"
a brief spike in popularity.
man fiction which doesn't exist in reality,
Luckily, I have a solution: Don't make
like the Easter Bunny or North Dakota.
New Years resolutions. That day is the
Jan. 1 means nothing special; it is just the
Earth's birthday, and it doesn't want to have
day we happened to pick to celebrate the
to put up with everybody's pent up guilt at
Earth getting a little older.
it's arty.
iwaccordi4g to the Encyclopedia Britannica, other civilizaIf you are such a horrible person that you just have to make
tions have chosen New Years to be in March (Babylonians), a resolution, do it during your own birthday. Go to the gym. If
September (Assyrians), December (early Greeks), April everyone does this during their own birthday, there won't be a
(Thais) or every Friday night (my friend Scott). Other cultures huge influx during January and everyone can work out at their
don't even have a New Years day; they have a New Years own convenience.
Week or New Years Month. (Some people just like to party
Life is too short to get caught up in annual parties, and defintoo much.)
ing life-changes by a random date is incomprehensible. Make
Now just because there is no reason to have New Years on a stand, and don't go to the gym after New Years.
any particular day, or even have it at all, doesn't mean we
Go after your own birthday. After all, you're the fatty who
11 should get rid of it entirely.
needs to get in shape, so why ruin someone else's party? The
New Years is a birthday party for the Earth, and everyone Earth deserves a celebration; it doesn't need your guilty conlikes a good excuse to throw caution to the wind and stay up science.
past midnight.
Russell Howe does not believe in working out — ever, so you will
However, let's remember the purpose of it all: wishing the definitely not see him at the gym on January 1st, or any other day of
Earth a happy 4.5 billionth birthday.
the year for that matter.
There is no need for all this extra introspective hoop-la-la
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By Richard Anderson-Connolly
raconnolly@ups.edu
Guest Faculty Writer
Consider, if you will, the following issues: The war against Iraq, the PATRIOT
Act, abortion, warrantless wiretaps, the
occupation of the West Bank, Supreme
Court nominations, sanctions against
Iran and congressional elections.
And now group B: Elected vs. appointed sheriffs, property taxes, homelessness, subsidized golf courses, user
fees for local services, ranked-choice
voting, zoning, school bonds and the
Tacoma Dome.
How might you categorize these two
groups? Exciting vs. boring? Important vs. unimportant? I hope not. How
about (inter)national vs. local? Risking
the charge of facile boosterism, I want
to make a plea for the local, and given
that it's our locality, for Tacoma in particular.
While the national issues are unquestionably important, and I have no desire
to discourage any interest or activism,
the first reason to focus on local issues is
that you will likely have more success.
As a start, note that your one vote has
a much higher likelihood of deciding a
race for the school board than for the
presidency.
Furthermore, given that one party is
firmly in control of all branches of the
federal government, and the country is
sufficiently gerrymandered such that
it would take a miracle for the 2006
elections to change that, you probably
shouldn't expect new ideas to trickle
down from D.C. anytime soon.
More hopeful might be states and localities exploiting the freedom in the
federal system to become "laboratories
of democracy." By electing good people
closer to home, we can hope that better
policies will spread to other localities.
An end run around of the federal government, so to speak.
Yet political involvement goes far be-

yond Election Day. You could join local
advocacy groups or the local arm of a
political party. The chair of the 27th District Democrats, Stacey Klinzman, told
me that she wants more UPS students in
the local party. (I told her that the faintheartedness of the Democrats might explain the apathy of the students; on the
other hand, she might be right: if more
students get involved they could push
the agenda in a more interesting direction.)
Or you could directly lobby local government. Pierce County is known, in
Washington State political jargon, as a
"home rule" county, meaning we have
our own local constitution, known as a
charter.
Every 10 years 21 Pierce County
residents are elected to a commission to
review that charter. Their recommendations are sent to the people (us) at the
subsequent election. The commission is
now debating whether to elect our sheriff and whether Pierce should become
the first county in the country to use
ranked-choice voting.
The new Tacoma city manager has
proposed a radical change to the city's
budget — taxing and spending — that
some fear would exacerbate economic
inequality. Expressing your views on
this, or any local issue, would have a
bigger impact than probably on any issue you might want to lobby Congress.
Of course politics —national or local- isn't for everyone. Then how about
Puget Creek restoration? Or helping
out some of the local groups that fight
hunger and homelessness? Or tutoring
kids in the Tacoma public schools? Or
helping to coach a U10 soccer team? To
the many UPS students that already do
something like this, I say thanks, and get
back to your studies — you don't have
time to read the Trail.
Some issues could involve the community and our university. Pierce County Council Member Tim Farrell, who
probably represents you (district 4 covers UPS and the biggest part of Tacoma),

asked me whether UPS would be interested in getting local (possibly organic)
produce for the campus diner. (My answer, by the way, was a strong maybe.)
He also speaks very highly of the UPS
students who worked on his last election
campaign.
Some of you (UPS students, that is)
plan to leave Tacoma after graduation. Such transiency is a valid reason
to avoid local affairs for the four years
here. The rest of you, however, plan to
stick around or at least are considering it,
perhaps depending on what Tacoma offers you. Another reason to get involved
locally, in whatever interests you, is that
the quality of your home town has a direct impact on the quality of your life.
(Some of you, believe it or not, will
someday have kids in a Tacoma public
school.) So whether you are motivated
by altruism or enlightened self-interest,
you reach the same conclusion.
A certain amount of circularity can be
found in thinking about cities. A great
city attracts and produces an informed,
entrepreneurial. culturally-tolerant citizenry; but these sorts of folks are exactly what is needed to create a great city in
the first place.
The more that UPS students get involved in the community and then settle here after graduation, the better we'll
become.
And once we reach the tipping point,
this dynamic should become self-reinforcing.
For those of you who speak this language, I could say that we're trying to
beat the prisoner's dilemma: the best individual strategy is to leave the city for
someplace already hipper but if we can
get enough people to stay, then we become the hip place.
So that's my pitch for the local. Give
some time to the affairs of the city, make
Tacoma a better place and then stick
around to enjoy it.
Feel five to contact Professor AndersonConnolly if you want more information on
getting local produce in the SUB or about
ranked-choice voting.

OPEN-ENDED
FORUM
WHAT'S THE BEST
WAY TO SPEND
VALENTINE'S DAY?
Tyler Smith,
senior
"A romantic evening together, just the two of us.
Definitely with a surprise."
Matt Oliver,
junior
"Hooking up with an exgirlfriend. "

•

Katie Stout,
junior
"Eating cookies and watching a sappy movie."
•
Kainoa Higgins,
sophomore
"Doesn't matter. As long as
we're together."
Matt Sauvhee-Mar,
sophomore
"With a Phi Delt."
Christina Baker,
junior
"Going to the Vagina
Monologues and eating lots
of chocolate."
Velma (a.k.a. Mama),
SUB worker
"It's a day of love. You can
show love to your friends, or
your parents. But it's really
a beautiful day for lovers."

ATTENTION USERS OF THE
ORTHO EVRA
CONTRACEPTIVE PATCH
Recent reports have linked the use of Ortho
Evra contraceptive patch with strokes and
blood clots. If you or a loved one used the
Ortho Evra patch and suffered a stroke or
other serious side effect, please contact the
Portland law fine of WILLIAMS LOVE
O'LEARY CRAINE & POWERS, P.C. today at:

1 (800)442-1595
to find out about your legal rights.
This is an attorney advertisement for legal services to be jointly
provided by the following law firms. The individual attorneys listed
below have supervised or approved it. Attorney at WILLIAMS LOVE
O'LEARY CRAINE & POWERS, P.C. are licensed in Oregon and
Washington. Attorneys a KRAFT PAIAIER DAVIES PLLC are
licensed in Washington. The above telephone number rings to
WILLIAMS LOVE O'LEARY CRAINE & POWERS, P.C. in Portland,
Oregon.
WtLLLAMS Love O'LEARY CRAINE & POWERS, P.C.
Mike Williams, Esq.

Leslie O'Leary, Esq.
9755 SW Barnes Rawl, Suite 450
Portland, OR 97225
(503) 295.2924
www.wdolaw.corn
KRAFT PALMER DAVIES PLLC

Lance E. Palmer, Esq.
Kraft Palmer Davies PLLC
720 3rd Avenue, Suite 1510
Seattle, WA 98104.1825
Telephone: (206) 624-8844
wwvAgnitzem
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Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,
Well folks, it's official. My worst fears have been
confirmed. It's been more than two months since
Rachel Decker and Lipika Choudhury took the bold
step of exposing the ongoing scandal surrounding
faculty plagiarism on this campus. Yet still, the administration has failed to comment directly on the situation, preferring instead to merely accuse the Trail
of lacking "complete knowledge of the situation."
At the very least I had hoped that the University
would eventually get around to sending out a mass email that would better explain the aforementioned issue, and perhaps even outline the administration's position on the matter. But instead, they have remained
silent, leaving me to conclude that the University of
Puget Sound is more concerned with preserving its
image than its integrity.
These twisted priorities of the University's can be
seen in the recent criticisms that the Trail's coverage
of this story has received - coverage that has been described as: "excessive", "inappropriate", "incorrect"
and "unspecified." These critiques, often submitted
from anonymous sources, have painted a picture of
the Trail engaged in its own private war with the administration concerning the issue of faculty plagiarism. Let me be the first to attest that neither of these
descriptions could be further from the truth.
When Decker and Choudhury first began their crusade against faculty plagiarism. they did so, not with
the intention that it would be an assault on the University, but instead, a defense of its values. What they
did, and continue to do to this day, was fulfilled the
obligations that the administration seemingly lacked
the courage to honor. They defended this university's
reputation by seeing that its self-defined high standards of academic integrity were, at least in the realm
of public opinion, upheld.
In fact, upon reflection 'he administration's reluctance to fully cooperat „ ith the Trail's investigation should raise an interesting question to those who
followed this story: who v. really the villain here?
Was it the professor who committed the offense - but
later confessed? Or was it the people who knew the
details and yet so avidly sought to prevent this story
from coming to the surface?
One can only speculate why the critics of the Trail
continue to emphasize that ours i , a "student-newspaper;" that instead of faculty plagiarism, we should be
covering more stories that pertain to students. Stories
like "Skating Toward Disaster." Possibly, just possibly mind you, it's because the administration is terrified of the prospect that we stuuents could form a
united front.
The administration knows how dangerous an issue
faculty plagiarism is, because it's an issue that concerns every individual on this campus. Furthermore,
though UPS may supp. I a student body with highly
diverse perspectives and opinions, it's fair to say that
we are nonetheless unified in our belief that only hard
work deserves credit, that any issue concerning our
university also concern us, and that justice should
rightly prevail over transient superficial concerns.
And that unity of ours makes us really dangerous to
this administration.
No my friends, the issue of faculty plagiarism is not
the Trail's private war. It is our campus' collective
moral dilemma! And we all need to work to see that
it is fully resolved.
And that includes you, the loyal to semi-interested
Trail reader. Regardless of whether you are personally as influential as Alex Israel or as adorable as Grizz,
you have it within your power to see that this university's reputation remains unblemished.
In a free society, sometimes a citizen not only has a
right to his opinion, but also, a solemn responsibility
to express it. I believe that now is one of those times.
Who can honestly say that they have ever spoken up
for a more noble cause than that of equality, openness, and justice — the very cause the Trail has both
embraced and relentlessly fought for over the past
two months? Now is your opportunity to demand
greater transparency regarding the issues that concern you. And yes, a professors' academic performance does concern students! We wouldn't be required
to rank and evaluate our professors each semester if
the University sincerely believed it was none of our
concern.
Wake up Puget Sound! For your own sake, as well
as ours, don't remain silent.
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Cartoons creating controversy
Zach Uhlman
zuhlman@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
The Muslim and western worlds
continue aggravating the broken
schism that separates our beliefs from
theirs.
During the Iraq war and the subsequent occupation, it
seemed like every European nation except Great Britain
and the "Coalition of the Willing," wanted no part in a
battle without an apparent resolution. Times are changing though.
With the recent Muhammad cartoon situation unfolding in Europe, it seems as if big names in the European
Union want to lick shots at the Middle Eastern world
too.
For those of you unaware of the Muhammad cartoon
conflict, let me summarize: nearly every Muslim nation
is infuriated over cartoons printed in European newspapers depicting the prophet Muhammad as the subject.
Violence and protests are breaking out in the Gaza Strip,
Syria, Beirut, Egypt and elsewhere.

The cartoon's detail may either liven your senseAof
humor, or invoke sympathy for the Muslim contingent
— this is why the issue is so polarizing.
There were two cartoons I found the most representative of the basic theme.
One was a picture of Muhammad standing at the gates
of heaven as suicide bombers strolled in, freshly arrived
from an attack. Muhammad said to them, "Sorry, we
have no more virgins." The other cartoon was a caricature of Muhammad with a turban-shaped bomb on his
head burning with a lit fuse.
12 of these cartoons were first printed in September in
a Danish Newspaper, Jyllands-Posten. A fury ensued,
20 death threats and over a thousand pieces of hate mail
were sent to the newspaper editor.
Then, either as an affirmation of free speech, a righteous alliance with Denmark or a middle finger to their
OPEC-rich and tumultuous brothers to the south, a Norwegian newspaper reprinted the cartoons last month.
Muslims are upset because in Islam, Muhammad is
never supposed to be depicted, either in a negative or
positive light — they don't want him being deified.
Since the Norwegians opened the floodgates, which
Denmark previously provoked, a lot of unlikely EuroSEE
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HB 2661 brings equality and its about time
Seth Doherty
sdoherty@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
On Jan. 3, Governor Christine
Gregoire signed
House Bill 2661.
This law, which
adds sexual orientation to the Human Rights Commission's list of attributes upon which discrimination
is illegal, is a victory for equality
throughout the state.
Even if its legal affects are minimal, it certainly is a step in the right
direction, one where the government
respects the rights of all its citizens.
1-113 2661 was first introduced in
1977 and not until this session did it
receive the necessary support from
the State Senate to pass.
This was after Republican Senator
Bill Finkbeiner from Redmond threw
his support behind the legislation.
When the law goes into effect in
June, Washington will be the 19th
state with such a law. Yet the law's
fate is not yet set in stone. Tim Eyman is attempting to place a referendum and initiative on the November
ballot to overturn the HB 2661.
Although the bill retains amend-

Sincerely,
Chris Van Vechten

ments created to avoid the legislation from being thought to imply the
right to gay marriage or support of
homosexuality, it is still a victory
for those ideas. Even if the bill does
not • spark too many lawsuits over
discrimination, it allows the government to take a stand.
This law sends a message that
Washington State will no longer permit discrimination against any of its
citizens.
It shows that after 30 years, public opinion throughout Washington
State has been moving towards the
realization that gays and lesbians as
a group of citizens have been victims
of discrimination for far too long.
Yet in one way, the bill's detractors
are correct. The new law will open
the way for things like gay marriage.
But despite what the legislation's detractors make of this, this can only
help lead to a more diverse, society.
It is a step on the road to equality for
all American citizens.
On our relatively open and liberal
campus, it is sometimes hard to understand how such a law could be so
controversial.
Yet for nearly the past 30 years this
legislation failed to pass, representative of the lack of success of similar legislation across the country. In

fact, it was only 10 years ago that the
United States Supreme Court struck
down an amendment to my home
state's constitution, Colorado, that
would have forbade the passing of a
law such as Washington House Bill
2661. Yet now, 38 percent of states
have such a law, though Colorado is
still not among those states.
The major difference is public
opinion and support for pro-gay •
rights legislation between now and
30 years ago is us.
Generation after generation, support for gay marriage has grown. We
are a generation more familiar with
gays and lesbians and are generally
more sexually open.
According to the Pew Forum on
Religion and Public Life in a July
2005 survey, people in their teens
and twenties are much more likely to
support gay marriage than older generations. In fact, we are somewhat
evenly divided, while those in their
sixties and seventies are in opposition almost four to one.
As we are reaching voting age, the
effects are clear: we as a generation
have been heard.
Though this trend towards more
equality towards gays and lesbians
seems obvious, those of us who support these basic rights for all Ameri-
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Exposing Aderrall: Is it a threat?

Cartoons

CONT. FROM PAGE 6
pean candidates have reprinted the cartoons; France,
Spain, Italy, Germany, Hungary and Switzerland all
abusing these medications, I took it upon myself to do a threw some wood on the fire.
little research. What I found was even worse than I had
This is where the story gets interesting, because every
Katie Azarow
expected. Not only do the drugs have long-term effects, European government representing a newspaper that re,
there
have
been
kazarow@ups.edu
but according to www.drugfree.org
printed the cartoons, all took basically the same stance:
deaths due to Ritalin abuse.
Opinions Co-Editor
This is exactly why the drug is almost always used as "It's a matter of freedom of speech."
France's Jacque Chirac stood by freedom of speech,
Upon going to college, I assume part of a larger treatment plan, which could include psy- the Spanish president and other European leaders pubthat most students are aware that chological, educational and even social measures. See- licly defended each newspaper's decision to reprint the
they will be faced with tough deci- ing as these drugs are part of the amphetamine group cartoon.
sions regarding substance abuse. It's (Adderall), or that of methylphenidates (Ritalin), there is
I sympathize with the Muslims, but their furious realready a concretely known problem in over - usage and
inevitable really.
sponse
is absurd. Muslims don't have the right or the
College campuses and beer pong go hand in hand in the dependence.
muscle to stop non-Muslims from drawing MuhamWith
this
knowledge,
I
became
even
more
unsettled
as
mind of every American citizen. However, the more time
mad.
I spend here at Puget Sound, the more I find that the sub- to why a person would misuse these drugs, especially
It's as ridiculous as the concept of intellectual propwhen
the
drugs
are
so
potent
that
an
overdose
can
apparstances I thought I would encounter are not the ones that
erty;
you can't censor somebody's mind from making
necessarily pose the problem. I for one, never thought ently occur at as low a dosage as 5 milligrams.
truthful observations simply because you lay claim to
Now,
I
had
stumbled
upon
some
very
nsky
issues
assothat before going to a party, or before spending a late
ciated with the drugs, and so I decided an intangible idea.
night crunching out homework, there
Defending territory is one thing, but banning the world
that there had to be a really stellar side
existed such an abuse of prescription
from drawing a picture is another. Interestingly, no side
effect.
Apparently,
I
was
wrong.
ADD and ADHD medication. I am
Ritalin and Adderall can help a per- is budging. Islamic militants are burning European emtalking, of course, about Ritalin and
son
stay awake (and stay focused, bassies while European countries keep reprinting the
Aderrall. •
when
taking it in the correct fashion), cartoons. This worries me because it's only going to get
The scary part about these drugs is
but
CNN's
web article on the drug bloodier, with both sides understandably stubborn and
that they are not usually obtained ilclaims
that
abusing
it leaves a person's immovable.
legally, but rather, through a physician
These cartoons accurately represent the radical sects
behavioral
and
psychological
systems
whom one knows and trusts.
similar to that of a cocaine addict. Ap- of Islamic society but not the entire culture. The maHowever, as with all prescription
parently, it also leads to aggression, jority of Muslims that were deeply offended are probmedication, once you leave the docpersonality change, depression, ex- ably innocent bystanders in an over-generalization of
"-tor's office, it is your responsibility
treme fatigue and ... psychosis.
Islamic people, but they have to recognize the wegiem
to take the medication you received in
Yeah, that's what I said ... psycho- world's perception of their war tactics.
accordance to how the doctor told you
The question is: do these people secretly advocate
to administer your dose. Scarily enough, that happens sis. I was told that many patients who have abused these
drugs are almost indistinguishable from schizophrenics. violence and does their religion reward suicide bombless and less frequently with these drugs.
ers in the afterlife?
According to information that I obtained from the sub- Now that sounds like an awesome way to live.
Oh, and one more thing that I learned, these drugs can
Whether the Egyptian government, Hamas or the
stance abuse facilities at CHAWS, the medication was
even
cause
turrets
syndrome
(although
in
rare
cases).
Lebanese
Prime Minister denounces violence, Islamic
designed to help keep one focused and less hyperactive
militants are blowing people up every day in the name
when taken in a leveled dosage on a regular basis, but That also sounds pretty sweet — or not.
So amongst the ability to stay awake and raise levels of Muhammad.
111 it is actually very common to find students popping an
I would suspect many of these actions are state-sponAdderall or two before going to the library, in order to of concentration, these attention deficit disorder medications have a whole slew of negative side effects, many of sored or uninhibited by the Iranian government, the Syrfocus on their work.
ian government, Saudis or groups like Hamas and AlSometimes, you can even find students who will take which are life altering.
In addition, many of the negative side effects that I Qauida. Muhammad with a bomb on his head is simply
Adderall in combination with drinking in a party setting,
so that they can stay up later, or act crazier. I personally, found had the possibility to occur even when a person a microcosm of how they get their point across.
was properly taking the drugs.
have begun to wonder why this is such a trend.
These methods they use are ugly, savage and without
With this knowledge, I challenge anyone who abuses honor. Somebody had to portray the ridiculous humor
At first I imagined some amazing side effect, like a
constant state of carefree happiness, or a continuous sup- either one of these drugs to let me in on your secret.
in the suicide bomber mentality, and if it offends their
I have apparently failed in my research attempt be- religion, then so be it.
ply of Jack In The Box at your fingertips, but I quickly
realized that this was not the case. My question is: how cause I found not one positive aspect to either drug that
Stand firm by your opinion, because this battle isn't
the hell do people feel comfortable putting these drugs would encourage me to take it, let alone abuse it with likely to end soon. Last weekend, in the Gaza Strip,
recklessly into their bodies when they have no idea what knowledge of the travesties that my body could face as a Palestinians raided the Danish embassy; burning flags,
result of my ignorance.
the short or long term effects will be?
looting and protesting with pumped fists in the air.
Katie Azarow wants to be your Valentine.
So, knowing that I was uneasy about the health of those
No one will deny that Palestinian resilience is frustrating — they got the Gaza Strip after 60 years and they're
CONT. FROM PAGE 6 still angry. These cartoons afforded them a new outlet
for their angst.
ballot, than this state's dedication to against the ballot issue, giving gay
as a generation have had.
Definitely understandable, but not an excuse to get
andreceive
the willa full
of the
equality will
testpeople.
of de- rights in Washington an extra degree
We need to be sure we continue to mocracy
militant,
just cartoons. But, the nature of a soof populist legitimacy. It will give us ciety withthey're
be heard. This is a victory, but only
a perpetual chip on their shoulder is as prean opportunity to show our support dictable as a Super Bowl officiating staff in Detroit ...
the first of many, for gay rights in
Hopefully,
that
comes to pass,
the
citizens if
will
demonstrate
their for these rights and how much the they're gonna do some stupid s**t.
Washington State.
If Eyman's referendum or initia- dedication to equality and reflect the tide of public opinion is shifting.
Point being; don't expect finality anytime soon. As
tive does make it on the November growing trends of society by voting • Seth Doherty understands the concept I said, you need to stand by your convictions on this
of equality, and would like to share it.
one.
It has become a clashing of principles, with the Western world affirming their right to free speech, and the
Muslims demanding apologies and amends for the desecration of their religious law.
All apologies to peaceful Muslims and good people,
but I support these cartoons. Hopefully some compromise can be met between our two differing ideologies,
but the freedom of speech is ours and the purity of Muhammad is theirs — it's understandable no side is backing down.
Zach Uhlman has no problem sharing his opinion with
you.

Equality
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Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily
represent the opinions of The Trail. The Trail encourages all readers to respond to all articles or
important issues by writing a letter to the Editor.
Columns and letters in the Opinions section are
printed at the discretion of the Editorial Board.
The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letter
that is submitted for publication. Letters must be
signed with a full name and contact information
and are due no later than 5 p.m. on Mondays. Letters may be mailed to trailops@ups.edu or delivered through the mail to CMB 1095.
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Erving inspires students in their search for happiness
Englund
eenglund@ ups .edu
Campus Bubble Editor

1

By Eric

lb I

Professor George Erving is in his third year of teaching at the University of Puget Sound. He has a three-part
appointment in Honors, Humanities and English, where
he teaches literature and the history of ideas. In each of
his classes, he helps students appreciate the major concepts that have shaped European and American culture.
Erving's life has been anything but ordinary. He grew
up near Palo Alto, in the San Francisco Bay Area, and
attended Stanford University for his undergraduate education. When he was 19, his first daughter was born and
he supported her while attending college.
"The crises of the Vietnam War, the Civil Rights movement and the struggle for women's rights made students
more politically engaged than they are now," Erving
said. "My freshman year, riot police were constantly
on campus in response to student demonstrations. We
thought we could change the world. Imagine not being
able to get from Wyatt to the SUB after class because of
a huge political rally with the police all over the place."
Erving participated in demonstrations protesting Stanford's investments in South African companies under
apartheid government.
"You have to speak out for what you think is right,"
Erving said.
After a failed attempt at starting his own house-roofing business, Erving went to business school and received an MBA from the University of Oregon. He then
became a financial analyst and investment manager for
Alumax Inc., a Fortune 200 multinational manufacturing corporation headquartered in the Bay Area.
When another firm purchased his company and moved
its headquarters to the East Coast, Erving decided not to
relocate. His plan was to work in investment banking
in San Francisco, but instead, he decided to coach cross
country and track at his daughter's high school.
At the same time, he competed on the national amateur
circuit in the triathlon, racing at the Olympic distance of
the 1500 meter swim, 40k cycle and 10k run. Coaching
helped him realize how much he enjoyed teaching and
got him thinking about a new career in academia.
Erving then went on to earn an M.A. in Liberal Studies
from St. John's College in Santa Fe, New Mexico before
completing his M.A. and Ph.D. in English Literature at
the University of Washington in 2005. His scholarly research is in British Romantic Period Literature with special emphasis on the work of Samuel Taylor Coleridge.
Erving is enthusiastic about being at Puget Sound.
"I really enjoy being a part of this community," Erv-

Professor George Erving elicits smiles from students while opening their minds to ponder complicated philosophical

ing said. "It has so much to recommend it. Its physical
beauty, the low faculty-to-student ration and the degree
of student participation in campus activities. So many of
my students are involved in athletics, or theater, or music, or community service, or ad hoc groups, and no one
activity receives special recognition, unlike, say, Pac-10
football and basketball players."
"I also think that the education offered here is excellent," Erving said. "I'm trying to contribute to it by helping students realize the importance and the excitement
of ideas in the humanities. Developing an historical understanding of important ideas helps us become better
aware of the often unstated values, attitudes and beliefs
that inform our culture. It helps us better understand the
messages that the media and our consumer culture bombards us with so that each of us can be better informed
in deciding what we want from life."
"I also think that the analytical skills that we teach
here, intelligent inference based upon careful observation, is fundamental both to career advancement, regardless of vocation, and to what Socrates called 'the life
well lived, — Erving said. "In fact, it's the opportunity
to live a more interesting and personally fulfilling life

questions.

that makes the liberal arts education we offer at UPS so
valuable."
In what little free time he has due to his busy schedule
at UPS and his family commitments in Seattle, Erving
enjoys working out, running and swimming, though just
to keep reasonably fit, not to race. Erving also enjoys
playing the guitar, and is the lead guitarist for a Seattle
R&B band that hardly ever performs.
"It's hard to rock and roll when you're a father, husband and university professor!" Erving said. "I put my
wife and three daughters before everything else."
His oldest daughter is now an attorney in Portland
who defends migrant workers in Oregon. His other two
daughters are in the 6th and 8th grade in Seattle, and his
wife is an artist, specializing in water color.
Professor Erving is a man with many interests, but he
insists that he has finally found his true calling here at
Puget Sound where he feels "privileged to work with inspiring colleagues who make an important difference in
the lives of so many young, inquiring minds." If you see
Erving around campus, don't be afraid to say hello!
Eric Englund hopes that Prof. Erving can help him make
the distinction between earthly pleasure and true happiness.
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ASUPS bends budget, meets needs of campus organizations
By Stephanie Syrett
ssyrett@ups.edu
Campus Bubble Writer
The following is a brief run-down of the
budget system and everything that goes
into it, as told by ASUPS Director of Business Services Travis Kell and ASUPS Vice
president Ryan McAninch.
Last year, the ASUPS budget topped out
around $600,000. When presented with an
impressive figure like that, two questions
are always close behind: where does it
come from and where does it go?
The first question is relatively easy to an0,,wer. The majority of the $600,000 budget
comes from our student government fee.
The fee is $95 per student, per semester,
for a total of $190 per year. This accounts
for (this school year) $460,370 from a total of 2,423 students enrolled.
Before you start grumbling about student fees, consider this: our student government fee is much less than our "
schools." Whitman students fork out 220
and Skidmore students pay $305 a year.

"We do a lot more for less," McAninch
said.
He added that UPS has many more programs open to the students than other colleges that request a higher fee.
The remaining money comes from the
revenue of the various media sources and
programs on campus. Money from club
dues or ticket sales supplies the budget.
The media sources themselves are required
to raise money as well.
For example, The Trail is expected to
raise $21,000 from advertising. KUPS
sells ads on air for the same reason. Add
this all up and you get the magic number
of (approximately) $600,000.
The second question is not as easy to
answer. The budget is shaped by the people on the budget committee, who try to
spread the funds equally and give everyone what they ask for.
ASUPS has certain "minimum needs"
requirements; for instance, they are told
by the financial code to give at least 3%
of the budget to clubs and at least 25% to
programmers. Media organizations such

as CrossCurrents, The Trail, Photoserv- out what went wrong. The budget then has
ices, KUPS and others also get a portion. to be re-figured with the changes.
From there, the committee then walks The next, and hopefully final step, is
through budget requests from clubs on to send the budget to the ASUPS Senate.
campus. This year, there are 70 clubs. There, the Senate goes over the proposal,
ASUPS is also required to leave a cer- makes the changes they deem necessary
tain amount of money left over for what and ratifies the budget.
McAninch called "unforeseen fiscal ex- "The budget goes a long way," Travis
Kell said. "The sheer number of programs •
penditures."
So what happens if there simply isn't available to UPS students is testament to
enough money to go around? The phrase this."
"budget cuts" is seen everywhere, but few However, the money isn't going to be
truly know what this entails. This includes in their hands forever. If you want to get
long hours in the conference room, deter- involved in the budget process, there are
mining what can be cut. multiple ways to do it. For instance, you
"We try to maximize the budget to meet can run for an ASUPS executive office.
everyone's needs," McAninch said. So the next time you go to an event, lec- •
So now all problems are figured out, ture or club-sponsored trip, spare a minute
the committees have decided what money to think about the amount of time that went
goes where and now they can go take a into distributing the money being used to
well-deserved break, right? Wrong! sponsor the event. And then go enjoy your
At this point, any club or organization night. The process may be complicated,
can appeal their budget if what they re- but the dedicated members of ASUPS
ceived was unsatisfactory for some rea- have it more than covered.
• Stephanie Syrett wants to increase the S
son. Now the dedicated ASUPS members
Ands reserved for Trail writers.
sit through more meetings, trying to figure

•
"I think there
should be a
rematch. The
ref's sucked."
Liz Becker
senior

"The only good
commercials
all encouraged
drinking."
Gaia Galloti

senior

"I drank away
my sorrows."
John Orth
senior

a
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EVENTS CALENDAR
9

The Trail

February 10, 2006

UPS HIGHLIGHTS
a

Logger Basketball
vs. Willamette

Vagina
Monologues

Women play at 6 p.m.
Men pray at 8 p.m.
Nov. 11
@ the Fieldhouse

Housing Information Session;
Monday, Feb. 27, 5-6 WSC 101

8 p.m. on
Feb. 11,12 & 14
$5 students & $7 general

$4 with a can of food

@Schneebeck Concert Hall

Faculty Recital Series: In

Theme House and Language
House Applications are now
available! Language House apps
are due to Michael Rocchi by
Feb. 13. Theme House apps due
to Student Development by
Feb. 14

CockTales

the Spirit of Valentine's Day

•

Stay ConnectedLive on campus
Next year!

8 p.m. Feb. 13
$2

7:30 p.m. on Feb. 10
Schneebeck Concert Hall

@Schneebeck Concert Hall
Proceeds from both shows benefit the
Sexual Assault Center of Pierce County

On-Campus Housing Lottery is
Sunday, March Sth from 1-7pm
in Wheelock!

CAMPUS FILMS
At Kittredge This Weekend:

The Chronicles
of Narnia

NOV 11-12:

Yuki Nakamura, sculpture, and
Anne Hirondelle, '66, ceramist
Feb. 11-12

MC 103 FRI @ 9:30 P.M. & MIDNIGHT
SAT @ 8 & 10:30 P.M.
SUN @ 6 & 8:30 P.M.

HOURS: F:

Got an event you'd like to
publicize?
E-mail The Trail at trailbubble@ups.edu

10 A.M.-5 P.M. S: NOON-5 P.M.

4

SPRING 2006 KUPS SCHEDULE
MONDAY
7 A.M.

Keely
Raw

8 A.M.

9

•

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Zarvox

Aaron Lynch &
Caitlin Boersma

Kevin Nguyen

Ben Hahn

Zarvox

Zarvox

Emily Strait

Maxwell Burke-Stoll

Michelle Brittan

Marin Addis

Zarvox

Zarvox

Ari Milner
& Steven Sparks

Alana Tilden

Carolyn Anderson

Kainoa Higgins
Mike Griffith

Andrea Cederburg

Nina Sherburns &
Erin Scheurer

Kyle Valade

David & Tim Baars

10 A.M.

David Kohanyi

Rocko Peterson

Tom Van Heuvelen

Rocko Peterson

11 A.M.
12 P.M.

Jill McVey

Tanya Horlick

Jill McVey

Tanya Horlick

Megan Buscho

Scan Duade

Doug Herstad

Kathleen Perez

Ian Pratt

Kathleen Pereze

Ian Pratt

Drew Gemmer

1 P.M.
2 P.M.

Shoshana Farber

Lauren Oxford

Shoshana Farber

Rachel Decker

Kevin
Kantner

Kathiyll
Woolf

Nicholas
Carman

3 P.M.

Daniel Alder

China
Bialos

4 P.M.

Matt Bettelman

5 P.M.

Nick/Jeff

Colleen Thomas

Erica
McGillivray

7 P.M.

Robert Gale & Rose
Anderson

8 P.M.
9 P.M.

Alex Sham

10 P.M.

Greg Moore and
Rachael Burkle

11 P.M.

•

WEDNESDAY

9 A.M.

6 P.M.

•

TUESDAY

1 A.M.

Daniel Adler

Tim Guasco &
Chad Wilson

Jake Miller

Matt Bettelman

Jake Miller

Hillary Pollack

Graham Taylor

Hillary Pollack

Sarah Koik

Will Lulofs

Sarah Koik

Jason Miller

Jean Gibb

Dave Reed & Rio
Connelly

Jason Miller

Jean Gibb

Diego Aceituno

Eric Anderson & Pat
Owens

Megan Brehm

Brian Coleman

Kimron Thomas

William
Curb

Charlie Kashiwa

Kayla Blinco &
SteN\

12 A.M.

Carady Madden
& Miranda Sellman

Colleen Thomas

art I)cekcr

Adrianna Akmajian
Peter Rice
& Blake Heller

Zoe Dadian

Greg Groggel
& Nick White

Megan Do
& Ben Ahlvin
Stephen
Somerville

Diana
Duthie
Kristin Jurist &
David Haakenson
Laura Tvlason

Lucy Carpenter
Stephen Judkins
Austin Hart
& Jasper Anderson

Jess

Futterman &
Devon Labelle
Ben Johnson
Ginger Craft
&
& Chris Andres
Christian Manthei
Lisa Oshei
Jonathan
Ledbetter
Katie Lind
David Hvidsten
Tan Nimmo &
David Ley
Bart Bodrian

Brad
Miller

Pete Van Sant & Scott
Blanchett

Eric Anderson &
Charlie Bevis

Zarvox

Cassie
Lucarelli

Justin Durgin

Amy Polan s ky

Josh Low
Zurvox

Zarvox

Matt Dellaguzzo

STAFF PICKS OF THE WEEK
"The Vagina Monologues are being
performed Feb. 11, 12 &14 at 8 p.m.
in Schneebeck Concert Hall."
—Matt Stevens, Sports Editor

"Akron-Family is performing at the
Tractor Tavern on Feb. 11 at 9 p.m."
—China Bialos, A&E Copy Editor

&

"Do something for Conspiracy of Hope!
Sign up for the Metro Dive or go to the
Benefit Concert."
—Rachel Decker, Editor in Chief
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The pants stay on: The Gossip fills the Rotunda
By China Bialos

cbialos@ups.edu
A&E Copy Editor

If the University of Puget Sound's student body is
known for anything, it isn't dancing. Most concerts held
here are filled with (or not filled with, in many unfortunate cases) immobile or restrained bodies, making the
Rotunda, Rendezvous or otherwise applicable campus
venues fit right in with the likes of Neumos or the Crocodile Café on 21+ nights.
Seattle hipsters tend to be a people of restraint at live
shows, ironically keeping themselves contained while
inhaling the one thing they live for. But given Tacoma's
small music scene, which hasn't yet broken big enough
to be obsolete, there's no reason for the city to limit the
movement it needs and secretly desires, is there? If we
don't deserve to be called Seattle Jr. over our nominal
reserve of bands, then by no means should we earn that
title through our similar lack of enthusiasm, which hasn't
had a fair chance to develop.
Just when Tacoma's concert prospects had nearly completed another dim season, now-Olympia-based band
The Gossip arrived on campus to break students free of
their inhibition. On Feb. 3, the bluesy dance-punk trio
took the modest stage at the Rotunda's west end, finishing off a night that included former UPS alumni and
,e)gptroclash duo Bobcats, as well as Numbers, who were
overheard being (accurately) described as a "poor man's
Deerhoof."
Though Gossip vocalist Beth Ditto had shown up late
and prevented her band from doing a sound check before the show, she proved herself to be very un-diva-like
by taking responsibility numerous times for any sound
issues that may have — and did — occur during their
set. She also appeared to be sick, however, and it wasn't
confirmed until there were two songs left in the band's
set that she claimed to feel ill, forcing an early close.
Understandable; wearing a basic black tee shirt and

•

111
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES / GREG GROGGEL

"The Gossip's" lead singer Beth Ditto rocked the Rotunda on Feb. 3, despite battling a cold throughout the show. Ex-University
of Puget Sound alums The Bobcats and San Francisco-based Numbers comprised their eclectic opening bands.

rolled up jeans, the unusually underdressed front woman
kept wiping her nose and mouth on the blue bandana she
wore around her neck, leaving me and a tacit number of
crowd members to assume she might vomit at any moment.
But that left us all the more appreciative. Ditto remained the focal point of the night and did an excellent
job of serving up the gospel-stained, soulful moan that

`Squid' is a whale of
familial dysfunctionality

Still, much credit should be given
to Daniels, who finds a way to make
us empathize with a character that
could so easily be passed off as mere
comic relief. When it becomes apparent that his charm and wit are just
a front, we see Bernard Berkman for
what he really is: broken, alone and
By Kevin Nguyen afraid to admit it.
Laura Linney takes a more subtle
knguyen@ups.edu
approach as Bernard's wife, Joan.
A&E Writer As spouses and parents, Joan and
Bernard are equally flawed in their
Writer and director Noah Baum- own ways; the biggest difference
bach, whose most recent script was between the two, however, is that
larger-than-life collaboration with Joan is aware of her shortcomings.
Wes Anderson "The Life Aquatic The greatest strain on their relationWith Steve Zissou," has found him- ship stems from Joan's writing caself with a story much smaller in reer, which takes off while Bernard's
scale. The Squid and the Whale, in- flounders under the weight of his
trospectively based on Baumbach's own vanity. Still, Walt is impatient
own family, is a film that carefully with his mother. Her honesty and
balances the comical and the melan- attempts to console him rub him the
choly in his parents' divorce.
wrong way.
The movie closely follows the
At its heart, "The Squid and the
perspective of Walt Berkman (Jesse Whale" is not about coping with the
Eisenberg), Baumbach's fictional 16- divorce but coming to terms with
year-old depiction of himself. It's those involved. While Walt's youngeasy to relate to Walt; he is insecure, er brother Frank (Owen Kline) sees
often gets angry and does everything his parents clearly from the get-go, it
he can to please his father. We even isn't until the end of the movie when
get to see Walt'sfirst kiss, that typi- Walt is able to do the same.
cally awkward "how much tongue
The title of the film refers to a dioshould I use?" moment we can em- rama of a giant squid combating a
barassingly admit to. "The Squid sperm whale in the Ocean Life room
and the Whale" is full of instances at the American Natural History Mulike these, and they are consistently seum. Walt explains how he, as a
funny.
child, used to be afraid of the exhibit.
While divorce isn't exactly funny He later re-visits the museum and
subject matter, the film works be- realizes that there is nothing to be
cause Baumbach makes light of his scared of. In fact, there never was.
characters rather than the situation.
Ultimately, it is the writing that
Even though they feel like exaggera- makes "The Squid and the Whale" a
tions or caricatures of their real-life success. Baumbach's script is full of
counterparts, a carefully selected cast delicately developed characters and
helps us sympathize with the dismal uncomfortably honest (often funBerkman family.
ny) dialogue. Despite being briskly
Jeff Daniels plays Walt's father paced, we find ourselves quite atBernard, a self-centered English tached to the Berkmans before the
professor struggling to get his manu- film runs its brief course. Baumbach
script published. He spits out poor has treated the script with the care
advice (encouraging Walt to sleep and understanding that the Berkmans
with his girlfriend to "see how you could not manage to show to each
like it") and pretentious, uninformed other.
literary criticism (dismissing A Tale
There's no doubt that writing "The
of Two Cities as "minor Dickens") at Squid and the Whale" was therapeua rapid fire pace. Almost every line tic for Baumbach; it's just surprising
of his is hysterically funny and em- how therapeutic it is for us.
barrassingly ostentatious.
Kevin Nguyen loves sea life.

A triumphant
portrayal of a
failed marriage

•

separates The Gossip from their label- and genre-mates.
She led guitarist Nathan Howdeshell and new drummer
Hannah B., Elie (twin sister of Blood Brother Jordan, formerly of Shoplifting and the Chromatics) through new
crowd pleasers like "Jealous Girls" and "Standing in the
Way of Control," which successfully encouraged the
majority of the Rotunda to give in and dance. And "Coal
to Diamonds," the token ballad off last month's StandSEE GOSSIP PAGE 13

CONSPIRACY OF HOPE
BENEFIT SHOW
$5 @ the Info Center
Saturday February 18 @ 7 p.m.
Schneebeck Concert Hall
Come support your fellow campus stars!

•

The C6 Corvette: a new face
•
for the American muscle car
By Mark
Delbrueck

•

mdelbrueck@ups.edu
A&E Writer

Fewer things exude
the level of over-the-top,
down-and-dirty, in your
face, good ole' Americana than the Chevrolet Corvette. For the better part of the last
century, the Corvette was as true to American culture as a game day hot dog. However,
the Corvette hasn't always been an industry
standard, so don't let the die-hards tell you
otherwise (because they usually don't have
all their teeth for starters).
While the 1980s brought a movement in
the right direction with the C4 `Vettes, the C5
cars of the later 1990s were off their mark.
With its bulbous proportions, unrefined engine, degrading build quality and bloated
price tag, along with strong competition from
Japanese and European makers, some began
to wonder if the days of the American sports
car were nearing an end. However, I am truly thrilled to report that the icon, the legend
and the symbol of the American sports car
has been revived. The 2006 C6 Corvette conveys the proper ingredients to be not only a
renowned sports car in today's horsepower
race, but also a renowned milestone in American engineering.
From a casual walk around, the stylistic
changes to the new C6 are minimal, despite
having been redesigned from the ground up.
For starters, the C6 is five inches shorter as
well as half an inch narrower than the outgoing model. Refined lines and creased edges

PHOTO COURTESY OF GOOGLE.COM

The powerful new C6 Corvette scorches the sand.

work to bring the C6 into a new era. Also
new on the C6, for the first time in 35 years,
the 'Vette is void of its trademark pop-up
headlights.
From the inside, you'll notice that this
generation of Corvette is a huge progression in both technology and comfort when
compared to previous models. Gone are the
cheap materials used in previous generations, as is the un-intuitive cockpit layout.
What has remained are the supportive bucket seats, which have been further improved
upon for the C6. While entering the Corvette
hasn't gotten any easier over the years, these
new seats cradle your body in all the right
places and provide excellent lateral support
and visibility. Another great attribute of the
Corvette's exceptional buckets is their overall comfort. While the ride on 18 inch wheels
up front and 19s out back can be punishing
(especially when coupled with the Z51 sports
suspension), the Corvette's seats are generally comfortable. Even though I did not have
SEE CORVETTE PAGE 14
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Solo, Jeff Tweedy entertains with humor and music
ful opening ballad, Tweedy proceeded into the first of his
"bits.' He described, blindl y staring into the darkened
nmartens@ups.edu
crowd, his difficulties differentiatin g between his own
thoughts
people yelling out song suggestions.
A&E Writer
.."When and
you yell stuff like 'I love Wilco!' thou gh, it
Who would've known that Jeff Tweedy is a funny kinda gives it away," Tweety said. "While I do like 'Wilguy? His band, Wilco, is not particularl y amusing. Deal- co quite a bit, it's not the kind of thing I tend to reassure
ing with topics from lost love to wife beating, Wilco al- myself of all the time."
bums make for an introspective, if not somber, listening Not only did he have hilarious prepared material, but
experience. This, coupled with the fact that Tweed y is his interaction was also consistentl y on point. Tweedy
a recovering alcoholic, made his hilarious solo show in transformed the normall y grating phenomenon of beEugene, Ore. all the more unexpected. tween-son g shout-outs into one of the stron gest aspects
eit The stage at the MacDonald Theater seemed barren, of his show.
its only adornment a lone, outlandish drum kit. To even His devastatin g belittlement of the obli gatory drunken
allude to it as a kit is misleadin g. The array of percus- idiots might have made me s ympathetic toward the fools
sive instruments bore more similarity to the unnecessar- if Tweed y hadn't been so witty. But by the end of the
ily elaborate machines of Tom and Jerr y, the ones that show, he had amassed an impressive amount of goodwill
used an intricate s ystem of pulleys and ramps to strike a from the crowd.
So much so that, after proposin g that one's true
match. Cymbals attached to other c ymbals, sleigh bells
••• el" e
latched to the high-hat and imported porch ornaments friends were those that one could be comfortable with
in silence, Tweedy said without backlash, "I'd like to Somber Jeff Tweedy swooned Eugene, Ore. without the help of
dangling from tables were standout components.
Glenn Kotche, Wilco's drummer, piloted said contrap- think of all of you as my friends. So shut up and listen Wilco. He's trying to break your heart.
tion for his opening performance.
an It is difficult to ima g- to me!"
ine more abstract music than Kotche's ; his chaotic blend Normall y such banter might take a back seat to the
of idiosyncratic percussion was both intri guing and in- music, but for the majorit y of the set, Tweedy's dialogue out "Heavy Metal Drummer" to close the show. Convigorating. was more enjo yable than his singing. While every song trary to common concert practice, it was the most upbeat
The audience strained their necks to see how he could he pla yed was invariably beautiful, it was largely homo- performance of the ni ght. Tweedy beamed throughout
make such noises while the poundin g bass drum built geneous. Pre-encore, onl y stand-outs from Yankee Hotel the whole song, infusing a mix of humor andbeaut y -iiito
up a tremendous energy among the crowd. His set was a Foxtrot, like "I Am Trying to Break Your Heart," trul y its quirky lyncs. Graciously, he even gave Kotche the
perfect length, leaving the audience neither disinterested en gaged the audience. He mi ght have been miffed at the last word: a flourish of drums that sent the crowd into the
nor annoyed.
talkers in the audience, but with most son gs sounding street, practicall y glowing from the experience.
Tweedy then took the stage, standing alone under the redundant, songs sounded the same. It was eas y to see Onl y when looking back could I find flaws with the
lights with only his acoustic guitar and a microphone wh y conversation mi ght start up. show ; Tweedy had so well hidden any weaknesses that I
sharing the spotlight. He opened with a gorgeous rendi- The encore was a different stor y; Tweedy pulled out did not see one person leaving the theater with an ything
tion of "Sunken Treasure," lookin g outward with a near- all the stops. Kotche was back on sta ge, giving Tweedy 's but a childish grin on their face. Tweedy's gorgeous
ly boyish smile when the son g came to a head. It was a music some much need gusto. The normally trite "Pick voice, riotous interaction, and affable showmanship
testament to how a beautiful voice and achin g guitar can Up the Chan ge" became a jaunty romp of catchy pop made this show so eas y to love that I feel badl y for crib.* be one of the most powerful combinations in live music. rock, and the jo yful optimism of "I'm the Man who cizin g it at all.
• Nick Martens exerted extraordinary effort to write
An issue arises, however, when there is nothin g else to Loves You" was expressed with pepp y minimalism and
an article about Wilco that didn't mention how brilliant
work with for two hours. Tweedy, fortunately, knew how a light-hearted air that put the cluttered album version
"Jesus, etc." is from both a musical and literary perspective.
to handle that.
to shame.
Wait, s***.
After the crowd was stirred and moved b y his power- In true savin g-the-best-for-last fashion, Tweed y busted
By Nick Martens

Gossip

•
•

CONT. FROM PAGE
ing in the Way of Control (Kill Rock Stars), showed off
Ditto's classic R&B background beautifull y, leading
the Loggers into an enthusiastic swa y.
One of the more interesting aspects of The Gossip
— or Goxxip — though, is their ability to cross audience boundaries. Two-thirds female and queer, Howdeshell the exception to both, the group is initially from
Arkansas (save for Seattle-based Blilie) and takes advantage of the traditionally liberal northwest in which
they now reside b y promoting openness of sexualit y at
their shows.
But the combination of sultr y beats and melodies they
offer, not to mention Ditto's tendenc y to remove clothes
onstage (which was NOT done at UPS), is an ything but
tasteless. If an ything, their formula makes audience
members much friendlier than usual, encoura ging them
to submit in whatever physical way feels natural. Bashful wallflowers move a little closer together and confident dancers dance a little faster.
On this particular night, seeing everyone come together in the UPS dinin g hall turned out to be a beautiful thing — male and female, gay and straight, students
and locals, solid fans sharin g space with the previousl y
unexposed. Rarel y can a band this small create so much
harmony through a supposedly unifying medium like
music. And yet, it happened on our very campus.
If there were an y flaws on this night, it was that a
sped up version of "Fire/Si gn" (off 2003's Movement)
emphasized the gaps in The Gossip's sound. Using the
mere guitarist, drummer and voice provided, this son g
in particular showed off the ti ght drumming that came
with Blilie, but made prominent the bass Imes that almost sounded amateur under a spotlight.
Perhaps they'd benefit from another guitar. But hell,
who needs completion when you've got soul? The
Gossip's doing just fine as is, and it's with genuine appreciation that I thank them for brin ging UPS one step
closer to a hi gher place within the mar ginal Tacoma
music scene.
China is a bashful wallflower who needs more
creative shoes to look at.

Corvette

CONT. FROM PAGE 12
a chance to test the seats for lon g-term comfort, I surel y The steering wheel is ugly, to be blunt. And parts shardid not notice any hot spots or potential irritations.
ing is at such a ridiculous level that I could jump into
Other high-ticket items that debut on this generation an entry level Pontiac Vibe and get the same wheel sans
Corvette are HID (Hi gh Intensity Discharge) headlights, the Corvette emblem in the center. Second is the Coras well as a navi gation system equipped with GM's On- vette's largest let down: its shifter. It's bulk y, imprecise
Star system.
and makes it eas y to miss shifts.
Enough of the small talk —
Third, it exhibits the natural bewhen you buy a Corvette, it's
haviors of a typical sports car, such
for one reason: to go fast. And
For the better part of the last century, the as a punishing ride on the rollin g
this Corvette does just that. Corvette was as true t o American culture stock 225/45g-R18 tires up front
With an all new 6.0 liter LS2 as a game day hot dog.
while massive 275/40/ZR19 onl y
V8 making use of extremely
worsen the matter. In m y (humble)
light weight components like
opinion, I say screw the ride, I'm
magnesium and aluminum, the
all for improved grip at the track!
new C6 Corvette is able to muster out 400 beak horse- And grip is something the 'Vette certainl y has, pulling
power as well as 400 lb ft of torque. This enables the well over 1.0g's in lateral force on the track.
Corvette to do 60 mph in 4.1 seconds. And it's not just
Overall, the Corvette represents a new generation of
fast on paper either; the 'Vette certainl y feels as though the true American sports car. It goes like hell and looks
it's one of the fastest cars I've driven, and it is. In fact, the part as well. Developed b y American engineers,
it's faster than the Ferrari F355 from m y last article built by American mechanics and bathed in a gleaming
(albeit 10 years newer), and also certainl y faster than red coat of paint, who could ask for a better American
Ford's all-new Mustan g GT.
icon?
Mark Delbrueck cut his chocolate brown locks over break,
However, the Corvette isn't all great news, and does
quieting any and all Antonio Banderas comparisons.
have its shortcomings (if you could even call them that).
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`Czech' yourself into the
new Glass Museum exhibit
transparent, reflective and optical qualities of glass. On walls next to pieces,
there are posters describing terms, history and ideas behind the creations.
As one poster discusses, Czech artists
"Glass has a human character and worked on projects during the twentieth
fate." This is a statement by glass artist century that are considered pre-Cubism
Vaclav Cigler, who, featured in the new (like the work characteristic of Picasso).
exhibit at the Museum of Glass, summa- These are pieces with scattered, mosaic
rizes the tone of art displayed in its new qualities. However, the dominant theme
exhibit. "Czech Glass, 1945-1980: De- among glass artwork is abstractness.
sign in an Age of Adversity" opened Jan.
Historian Varena Wasmuth says, "Glass
18 and will be showing until Jun. 18.
was lauded as the most truly CzechoBrought here from Dusseldorf, Ger- slovak of all artistic media." This may
many, the exhibit focuses on glass made be because all materials were available
in what is now the Czech Republic dur- domestically and because glass making
ing the Communist Regime's control of had been a tradition since Czechoslovathe area in 1948.
kia had been part
Many quotes
of Bohemia.
and explanations
The Museum
Political strife, dissonance and tradition of Glass exhibit
that accompany
the glass dis- are the main concepts driving this exhib- displays the hiscuss the coun- it, but one has to wonder whether these tory of the Czech
try's oppression, pieces really make a statement about the Republic, as well
in terms of the society they were created in or simply pro- as popular events
"ideological mote new appreciation and consideration around the world
propaganda" art- of glass work
during the Comists were forced
munist Regime's
reign. For many
to create in order
to stay in busipeople, the historical events in Czechoness with the government. Glass artists slovakia seem distant and hard to relate
were exempt from these criteria because, to. A brochure provided by the Museum
according to glass artist Karel Wunsch, as well as the historical notes around
"Glass wasn't considered art."
the exhibit compare popular events to
Political strife, dissonance and tradi- Communist activity in Czechoslovakia
tion are the main concepts driving this to help relate the events. One striking
exhibit, but one has to wonder whether note is that while the Communist Rethese pieces really make a statement gime purged Czech dissidents in 1970,
about the society they were created in Jimi Hendrix had played his version of
or simply promote new appreciation and the "Star Spangled Banner" at Woodstock only oneyear prior. It is difficult
consideration of glass work.
Pieces range from dishes — plates, vas- to conceive daily dictatorial power and
es, bowls — to blobs of glass that could oppression in a time when many Ameriserve no utilitarian purpose regardless of cans were concerned with celebrating
which way it was set up. Some pieces peace and love.
clearly strive to make a statement; there
All glass displayed speaks for itself
are many created with "applied threads" but the historical background and artist
or "embedded metallic mesh" which quotes accompanying it create an atmosgives the appearance of chains. Several phere around the pieces that promotes
anatomical shapes (heads mostly) give a better understanding of the environthe impression of being trapped or en- ment in which they were created. As
cased in glass. Political statements are stated earlier with Cigler's comparison
evident, but many other pieces seem to between humanity and glass, this exhibit
proves that artistic creativity is born out
have been created out of whimsy.
Artists focused on the abstract. Many of political dissonance as well as tradiworked with plain, clear glass and tion. However, the result is always fragworked with its bubbles deliberately ile and impressionable.
Katie Lind likes political oppression,
kept in the final product to suggest space
because the art it produces is neat.
and outerspace. There is a focus on the

By Katie Lind
klind@ups.edu
A&E Writer

2611
N. Proctor
Street
(752.9500)

.---MEMOIRS OF A GEISHA
Friday Feb. 10—Wednesday Feb. 15
Nightly @ 7:00 p.m.
Sat & Sun Matinee @ 3:30 p.m.
Rated Pg-13

Tacoma Sister City
Film & Food Festival
Holiday Dreaming (Taiwan)
Thursday Feb.16
Doors open 5:45 P•m•
Rocky Horror Picture Show

Saturday @ 11:3o p.m.
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By Kelly Clarkson
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By Rachel Decker

rdecker@ups.edu
Editor in Chief
Valentine's Day is in
five days.
Blech.
I'm going to be real
here and state the absolute truth: I hate Valentine's Day.
I have hated it since I was a fourth
grader. never wanting to give dumb
pa.per Valentines to creepy kids who
icked their noses, but giving them
cause I was too nice not to give
in.
The only part of the holiday I
ever enjoyed was the Valentines
I received from my parents. That
probably sounds dumb, but who
loves you more than your parents?
I always got a Valentine from each
of them every year— that is true
dependability. Consistency. And
as a girl who doesn't exactly enjoy
change, I really enjoyed this.
It's so hard not to hate the holiday. Honestly, shouldn't we take
every day to tell one other how we
feel? What is it about our culture
that insists we have to proclaim our
undying love, or worse, secret love,
on this particular day, with a massive box of See's candy or 42 roses?
This holiday is sort of a mystery that
provides more problems than it does
happiness. Worst of all. most people
aren't satisfied with what their valentines gave them, or worse, their
valentine.
I have had my fair share of interesting Valentine's Days. I can still
remember the year a boy from choir
professed his love to me in the form
Tweety bird. I was too
of a
busy fr
eaking
freaking out (sadly, I didn't return the love) to notice the sheer hilarity of the situation. Another year
I fought with an ex-boyfriend until
3 a.m.
And of course, there will always
be the middle school years. Middle
school is awkward enough; you add
Valentines Day into the mix of high
emotion and teenagers, and you see
more intensity than one thought possible.
So what does one do, then, to remedy the situation? I can't outlaw Valentine's Day. or petition Hallmark
or the florists to stop their million
dollar sales. But perhaps I can take
a little action on a more personal
level.
Really good, angsty pop is just
about one of the best ways to take
on Valentine's Day. And I can think
of no better hit right now than the
increasingly popular "Since U Been
Gone," by the one and only American Idol to do anything cool, Kelly
Clarkson.
Right now you're screaming about
how I've literally hit the bottom of
the barrel for song choices. and how
this song is utter crap, and that in
no way, shape or form can I support
anything American Idol-based. But
the song has its strengths. Admit it.
Take away the air of snobbiness encircling you and admit how good the
song can feel.
From those first strums on the
'electric guitar, you're hooked; the
consistent drum beats force you to
stay. in the dramatic mood the song
retains throughout.
And let's not forget the few measures before the chorus, where the
drums pick up in intensity, then
Clarkson's voice shrieks out, "Since
... you been gone!" as the electric
guitar and drums slow to give her
those few beats in the spotlight.
The bridge alone is almost pure
perfection in angst. The drums do
that hard, quick, triple-beat to start it

off, leaving Clarkson alone
a moment later to scream
out the strongest words of
the song: "you had your
chance you blew it/shut
your mouth/1 just can't take
it."
My best friend argues that
the best point in the sone
comes at the bridge's end.
where the guitar has one of those
solo, intense riffs to build extreme
intensity before the final chorus
starts, giving us a chance to catch
our breath before powering through
the rest of the song.
It's the perfect song to turn up
and dance around to in your socks
while yelling the lyrics at the top of
your lungs. The beat is better than
catchy —it's a perfectly crazy, spastic dance beat.
There exist a few essential dance
party songs (I believe diva Mariah
is in the line-up, along with Shakira and some old school boy band
bubblegum crap) and when we find
them, we have to keep them and exercise our right to dance. sing and
shout.
I'll admit, everything is relative. In
no way am I suggesting that Clarkson's lyrics are on the same level as
lyrics from a band like The Flaming
Lips or The Weakerthans. But for
the genre, they rock. And they rock
hand-in-hand with powerful chords
and drumbeats that carry them.
We're drawn in when the first line
plainly states: • "Here's the thing."
We know we're going to get a story,
and a good one at that. The chorus
is one of those angry girl mantras
that make us believe a few chords
can make everything okay:
But since u been gone
I can breathe for the first time
I'm so movin' on yeah yeah
Thanks to you
Now I get what I want
Since u been gone
Look. I'll admit the lyrics (and the
song) are a bit cheesy, a bit cliché, a
bit ancsty. But that's what makes
it so fun. This song is fun. And
isn't that what music should be?
Music is supposed to affect us, and
in many ways, make us feel good.
When music stops making us feel,
it just won't be music for me anymore. And on a day like Valentine's
Day, where feelings overcome most
of us, it's nice to be find a song that
might make us feel good.
I ye admitted my secrets. You can
lie all you want, but deep inside
of you there will always be songs
you're embarrassed to love. Partially because they might be pop
(not the usual independent music
you claim no one has heard of), and
partially because they're not up to
your usual standards of How Music
Should Be.
But they are great nonetheless because they affect you in some way,
whether they make you excited,
inspired, or simply happy on a day
like Valentine's Day, where perhaps
you might find yourself hating every
minute.
Admit that this song is amazing in
its own little way. Or at least admit
that you've heard it and ... it's not
half bad, and that Clarkson knows
how to rock it. And sometimes. you
feel an inclination to rock out. too.
So, next Tuesday. introduce some
Kelly Clarkson to your CD player
and your friends, and have a dance
party. I guarantee that it's the ultimate cure for Valentine's Day.
Rachel Decker hopes there will he
a dance party with her "significant
other" on Valentine's Day.
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Tyrants seize control of satire page,
proclaiming divine right of humor
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By The Writers Formerly Known as Beavers(s)
McGee
Combat Zone Tsars

Hey, Reader (you can read, which means you're probably not a business major, for this we salute you). How's
it going? It's a new semester, We hope you have that
schedule worked out and everything. We don't want anything to happen to you. Because we — the best people
to grace God's green earth ... except Gandhi, he could
give us a run for our money — are the new Combat
Zone Tsars (Or Editors as they insist on calling us. Dyslexia?)
You might remember us from last year, when we
investigated the school's new budget, unleashed the
evil plans of the P&G department and told you about
the sick and terrible things that happened during Parents Weekend. We were referred to as Beavers McGee
and Beavers McGee II or some silly pseudonym like
that. But here today, we'll be revealing our true names:
Khurzad Farzad, and the Proteus 3000 (He's come back
from the future. To love you. Yes you, reader. In that
way. With the heart and everything). Our parents hated
us, but probably with good reason.
You might have thought that we weren't funny, but
0 you were wrong. Or rather, it doesn't matter what you
think, because we didn't tell you what to think, and we
got these jobs anyway. So, you take those apples and
make a pie or some witty comeback like that. (Mmm
Pie.)
Anyway, the purpose of this is to really say that the
Combat Zone is under new management. We're rocking
it out in the house and probably the hizzle too. Whatever
40 the kids are saying now.
In the upcoming issues you'll be able to see new and
interesting articles like advice columns with guest writers (Ned the Caveman and Ernie the History Major are
very excited to be with us), reviews featuring cutting
edge cinematic criticism and even things on campus,
like the theatre productions and fireside chats. If we can
ever get into one of the damned things. Jesus, who ell mails so quickly?
But for this to work, we need you, reader. We need
you bad. Poor Khurzad and Proteus can't write all of this
by ourselves. Why? Because we're lazy, painfully lazy.
And emotionally crippled. That isn't helping either. That
and sometimes we can't come up with all the ideas and
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ATTN: READER

Think you've got what it takes to write for the
Combat Zone? If so, submit an article as a word
attachment to trail@ups.edu . Each week the Combat Zone Editors will choose the best, funniest,
wittiest, combat zone lovin' story to be featured in
that week's issue. Who knows ... you just might
see your words in print some day.

Headlines in Brief
Sustainability dictates students
be recycled upon graduation.

mu u wuri

ur VVVVVV.VVUYILUrtALC-LUNI-ClitPil.t.Plt I

Just look at him, so smug, thinking that his freeing of India and
its people from colonial oppressors is better than our comedy
writing. How dare he?

sometimes you folk hear things we don't. So, we need
you to contribute. We need those die hard questions for
our advice column, things about your love life that you
would never tell your parents but would gladly have
printed and lampooned in a widely distributed news
publication (Oh, and we might tell your parents).
But you can send in other things than questions, about
that weird sore oozing pus. You can send us review ideas
or actually entire articles (not saying we'll take them,
but we can cannibalize the idea into a headline in brief
or steal it for ourselves). Hell, if you just think we suck
and aren't funny, you can try to usurp our power and
flood us with articles. Or hate mail, hate mail is good
too.
So, that's what we, as the Combat Zone Tsars, really
want from you. Also reading, we need you to read too.
Oh, and your spicy spicy brains. Man, I can smell those
things from here.
And remember, beware the walking dead. The only
way to kill them is to destroy the brain (We're coming
for you, Barbara. Yes, you specifically).

Japanese go utterly insane,
breed bio-luminescent pigs fed
only on square watermelon.
Samuel Alito announces plans
to revise controversial "Civil
Rights."
High winds, for the love of god
high winds. Only the obese will
survive.
Pat Robertson announces he is
to officially part ways with longtime foe, reality.
No one is safe from our wrath.

Khurzad Farzad and the Proteus 3000 are just realizing the

Greek lifestyle more Roman than many willing to admit
By Geraldo Riviera
Combat Zone Scandal Journalist
For those of you who have decided to go Greek for
your college career, you have chosen to participate in a
long and proud tradition. Time honored Greek traditions
of binge drinking, womanizing, drug taking, skanking it
up, being insular from the rest of the campus community and engaging in academic mediocrity have allowed
many others to achieve greatness. Just look at most of
this country's leaders.
The Combat Zone wishes to present this in-depth study
documenting the daily lives of the typical Greek student.
Our reporters were able to document the goings on using
techniques borrowed from Animal Planet (Can't interfere, can't interfere, can't interfere).
While names have been changed to protect the innocent and avoid litigation, the events are real (Man oh
man do I like Dragnet). We present the daily life of a
sorority girl. In future issues look out for our breakdown
of the daily habits of a fraternity boy.
Her day starts at 5:00 A.M. The female wakes up and
applies her base coat of make up. While waiting for this
to dry, she attends to other affairs like e-mail, remaining
homework and chowing down on Ben and Jerry's Ice
cream.
7:00 A.M. The female applies all weather shellac on
0 the cosmetic shell now wrapping her face. Once this
process is complete, giggling practice begins. Depending on a girl's skill level this can last as long as two
hours, adding giggle upon polite chortle upon girlish
squeal.
8:00 A.M. The female receives a text message from
her 'boyfriend' admitting his infidelity with her best
friend. While this may seem out of the ordinary, this
happens almost daily. All those precious hours of work
are destroyed as she cries off several pounds of make up.
She must skip her first class to apply her second coat. In
retaliation to her 'boyfriend' she dons the skankiest outfit known to man. This is often a terrible sight, where the
manufacturers' tag is the largest piece of material.
11:00 A.M. She attends her first class of the day. She
manages to flirt with anything even remotely male in the

6

room, putting those giggling skills to good use. Her performance is received with much acclaim and lays the
foundation for a future mate. Immediately after class,
the female calls 'daddy' to beg for money, which she
will use for gas on her H2, designer clothing and biblical
amounts of shiny trinkets.
*12:00 P.M. The intrepid lady finally manages to encounter food. She inhales a meal consisting of cottage
cheese and a single leaf of lettuce. Throughout the afternoon she nurses a 44 oz. Diet Coke. She attempts to hide
her King Size Snickers from her friends, but is discovered and publicly shamed by her sisters.
1:00 P.M. The girl attends her next class. Though she
hasn't done the reading, her Comparative Sociology professor recognizes and accepts her "unique perspective."
2:00 P.M. She treks back to her natural home, the sorority house and the next five and half hours are consumed by bitching about the whore who stole her man,
and the reapplication of make up. Other activities include adjusting her outfit, which has now migrated into
nether regions. She treads the fine distinction between
skank and classless.
7:30 P.M. As a herd, the sorority attends dinner,
which is a frugal meal, costing only 543 points. Many
of the girls seem to subsist entirely on hard-boiled eggs
and jello.
8:30 P.M. The sorority makes its way back to their
house and engages in their chapter meeting. Arcane rituals are performed and plans are made for the domination of other sororities. Assassination attempts are contemplated for the now deposed 'boyfriend.' Afterwards,
girls must do their assigned reading from their manual
"How to Be Catty" by Tara Reid. The girls do not question the truth contained within.
9:00 P.M. All of the girls now gather in the communal
event of worshipping "Sex and the City." They remark
upon the resemblance between their lives and the lives
of those on the screen.
*10:00 P.M. The female now strays out into public, to
strut her outfit and attract males. She drives her pink H2
over to a fraternity. She employs her mating call of "I'm
so wasted!" A male is attracted. They engage in a brief
conversation, during which he proves his intellect, displaying a fine example the mating ritual. Through stut-
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Just a friendly reminder that you should never purge before
you binge. And that you should never binge on what you just
purged.

tered mumblings, he hails the awesomeness of "Dude
Where's My Car?" and the new 50-cent album. She proclaims him to be 'deep' and not like those other boys.
'11:30 P.M. The girl lets the boy round the bases before she returns home.
'12:00 A.M. Along the way, she runs into her 'boyfriend' which she professes her forgiveness to. It's time
for extra innings.
2:00 A.M. The female, now exhausted, climbs into
her oxygen tent and applies her cosmetic wonder facial
cream. She rests, eagerly anticipating a new day.
Geraldo Riviera missed his speaking appointment at the
Columbia School of Journalism because he had developed the
an extremely painful boil.

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the opinions of anyone. Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu.
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Bad Weather, Bad Joke
I'm tired of rain!
I demand good
weather!

•
nt, have you ever
heard about the girl
named Patience?

•

a

eah, she married one
of the Virtue boys. So
now, Patience is a Virtue

a

006 El l iot Trotter

Look Bob, your joke is
orming a funnel cloud.

You,"

e
"HEY YOU, get out of
my dreams and into my car.

"HEY

won't you be my valentine? I
hate being rejected.

" HEY YOU, " Chinese
isn't supposed to sound so angry. Stop with the crazy tones
and weird speech patterns.

You," why

"HEY

You," would

you still be my friend if I had
a pirate patch over my left
eye?

if
"HEY
you're not careful, I'll be
sitting on the edge of your
bed, waiting for you the
next time you come home.

" HEY YOU, " Chelsea

" HEY YOU, "our

Taylor, you're the cutest girl
we've ever met ... hang out
with us soon!

Crossover romance was
hot. Could we meet up this
weekend too?

"HEY You ," due to

"HEY You, " if you
think you're so tough, then
I challenge you to a brawl.
Meet me Friday night at 9
p.m. in Thompson parking
lot.

" HEY YOU, " it's not
you — it's me ... I promise.

your three other girlfriends, I
am going to have to end our
relationship ... please take
your s**t and leave!

"HEY

You, 99 Ron

Tom, the trist was fun; can
we do it again sometime?

"HEY

You,"

"HEY

You," you ate

bread at the robot house on
Halloween and now you're
my facebook picture.

"HEY

You, // Kappa

Alpha Theta New Members.
We are all so excited that you
are a part of our house, and
we can't wait to get to know
you better. Congratulations on
being fabulous.

"HEY YOU, your stuff
is in a box on the front step of
my house. If you could please
take it back to your house
— we're over.

little Hawaiian girl ever, after
I shoot you with my gun let's
hit up our secret liquor store.

1. Sight of largest Islam

addition to The Trail, get to
know us and we'll show you
the best semester of your life!

"HEY

You,

what the
hell was up with your music
selection on Crossover? It
definitely was not dance party
worthy.

"H EY

You, why will
you never hold my hand?
"

Bush, you're so hot right
now!

"HEY

You," I love

you too ... not.

" HEY You

,

" come to

Conspiracy of Hope Events!

" HEY YOU,"why are
you so easy to hate?

"H EY YOU, sexy unicorn obsessed girl, come bring
your nerf gun my way.

ACROSS

" HEY You, "sexy new pilgrimage

" HEY YOU," Katie

99
"HEY You , cutest

DOWN

" HEY YOU, " dumb ass
roommate who put a waterfall
in our living room, take it out
immediately. I don't care if
your precious coral dies.

"HEY

You," I heart
you!

boy, I want to cut off your
hair and wrap it around your
neck like a scarf ... sick!

you better put yourself in check, or
we're gonna have to do it.

" HEY You, " your
Shakespearean speech style
does not impress me. You're
not as articulate as you sound.

" HEY YOU, " squirrel

4. You can be a day one,
an overnight one, or one
who hitches
A Swiss Mountain
Your Flower-Power
parents are these
Speeding up won't
outrun this ticket-giving
gadget
Your fay. lit. mag
13. Some professors
prefer this method, others
like Chicago
15. Greek "virture"
18. Oh, why don't you
just go fold some paper!
20. If a hiker hikes, this
is what an usher does
You can make a wall
with this or use it for
desktop publishing
To Islam, this guy's
tops

Acronym for missing
soldiers
On Feb. 14, he's the
man, er...boy
Yesterday's Shi'a Islam
holiday, the holiest on the
calendar
At UPS it has it's
own Conspiracy
When the moon hits this,
it's lik-a big-a pizza pie!

8. Interntnl. Flm. Chnl.
12. This is worthy of a
monologue
14. Friend, to a Frenchman
Even-steven
Horsey neck hair
or
19. Lighting
Stewart
21. Gotcha! It's a palindrome

Mil

■

■

Correction from the
Dec. 9 Issue:
Phil Hartman did not die of
an overdose. Enjoy your day

THE TRAIL CLASSIFIEDS POLICY
The Trail reserves the right to remove any classified ad listing without warning, notice or refund, The Trail shall not be held liable for the content or accuracy of its Classified or Hey You ads. The opinions of the "Hey You" ads do not represent the opinions of The Trail or The Trail Staff. The Trail reserves the
right to modify or discontinue any and all parts of the ad, and without notice. The reader agrees not to use the The Trail's ClassifiedrHey You ad section
to create damaging, unlawful, harmful or threatening content; commit libel or false accusations; be false, inaccurate or misleading; or discriminate in any
way shape or form. Although The Trail strives to accurately portray each reader's classified or "Hey You" ad, providing a service for the UPS community,
The Trail always has the final say in the final copy of the ClassifiedrHey You" ad section.
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NWC All-Sports Award
The conference all-sports award is a running competeition throughout the year between all the NWC
teams that awards points for each teams' finish in the
conference standings in each sport. Whitworth won
the award last year (in the 2004-2005 school year)
and PLU has won the award 15 times out of the 20
it has been given.

•
SOi

Team
Whitworth Pirates
Puget Sound Loggers
Wilamette Bearcats
Linfield Wildcats
Pacific Luthern Lutes
Whitman Missionaries
Lewis & Clark Pioneers
George Fox Bruins
Pacific Boxers

* NA1A
A
SOCCER CHAMPIONS
1989 WOMEV r P''' PAM *
tu,i4 liM .,,e46
SOCCER CHAMilONS
1991 wowNs PROGRAM *

Points
88
83
78
77
54
43
40
34
19

Men's Basketball Conference Standings
Team
NWC
UPS
11-1
Willamette 10-2
Whitworth 9-3
GFU
6-6
Whitman 5-7
L&C
5-7
Linfield
3-9
PLU
3-9
Pacific
2-10

GB
1
2
5
6
6
8
8
9

Overall
17-3
14-6
15-6
13-8
9-11
9-11
6-15
4-17
8-13

Percentage
.850
.700
.714
.619
.450
.450
.286
.190
.381

Women's Basketball Conference Standings

Team NWC GB
UPS
10-2
PLU
10-2
GFU
7-5
3
Whitworth 7-5
3
L&C
7-5
3
Whitman 7-5
3
Linfield
5-7
5
Pacific
1-11
9
Willamette 0-12
10

Overall
18-3
17-3
16-5
13-7
11-9
11-9
11-10
6-15
5-15

Percentage
.857
.850
.762
.650
.550
.550
.523
.286
.250

Women's Swimming Conference Standings

•
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/MATT LOEWEN

Senior guard Chase Curtiss puts up a tough shot in the recent Logger win over PLU 97-76. The Loggers also manhandled
George Fox University on Feb. 3, 96-76. UPS currently has a one game lead in the conference standings over Willamette.

Women's Basketball

20
10 points.
nahan and sophomore Laura Hirsh who both put up
Another goal that Carnahan helped her team achieve eight points. Carnahan was not just a force on offense
Jan. 31 was getting rebounds. The Loggers out-re- with her game total of 14 points, but also on defense,
bounded the Lutes 43-33.
where she lead the team with 10 rebounds. Freshman
"In the beginning . we set really specific goals about Karen Chase and Hirsh were also high scorers, with 12
how to reach this point, by doing
points each.
things like playing solid defense
Overall it was a great week for the Women's basketball
and rebounding, Keaton said.
team. By winning against George Fox, they continue to
"And those goals are what we
share the lead in the Northwest Conference with PLU,
focus on everyday in practice."
with a record of 10-2, placing even more importance on
From the bench, coach Barnext weekends' trip to Eastern Washington.
comb loudly expressed her
The Loggers will play Whitworth Feb. 10 in Spokane,
hopes that her ladies would
followed by Whitman Feb. 11 in Walla Walla. Both
play intelligently, but Jan. 31
Whitworth and Whitman have a season record of 7-5,
41 night these girls did not need a
placing them directly behind the Loggers and the Lutes.
reminder, defeating the mighty
On January 13 Whitworth lost to the Loggers 68-53 at
Lutes handedly on their own
Memorial Fieldhouse behind 15 points from Sara Carcourt, inching one step closer to
nahan. On Jan. 14 UPS pounded the Whitman MisBrie Adderly has been sionaries 74-59 at the Fieldhouse. Carnahan notched a
the postseason.
Feb. 3 the Loggers won their a huge boost off the double-double in that game with 15 points and 13 reninth game in a row against
bounds.
George Fox, 59-44. The first half bench this year for the
The Lutes will also be playing on the other side of the
II was a close contest when the Loggers.
mountains next weekend, playing Whitman and then
teams went to the locker rooms
Whitworth. Next weekend will be key in the race to the
at the half the UPS women were
number one seed at the Northwest Conference tournaonly up by four, 28-24. But the Loggers came back out ment.
Helen MacDonald is beginning to realize that all-in-all, its
onto the court with high intensity and outscored George
just a game. Though not when its the Cubies and the
Fox by 11 in the second half.
Cardinals. Then it's war.
The team was lead through the second half by CarCONTINUED FROM PAGE

•

Team
NWC
Puget Sound
7-0
6-1
Lewis & Clark
Whitman
5-2
Whitworth
4-3
Linfield
3-4
Pacific Lutheran 2-5
Willamette
1-6
Pacific
0-7

Overall
8-2
9-1
6-2
4-4
3-4
3-5
1-6
0-10

Men's Swimming Conference
Team
NWC
Whitworth
7-0
Puget Sound
6-1
Linfield
5-2
Pacific Lutheran 4-3
Willamette
3-4
Lewis & Clark
2-5
Whitman
1-6
Pacific
0-7

Standings

Overall
7-1
6-3
5-2
5-3
3-4
3-5
1-7
0-7

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/ARCHIVES

The Logger Baseball squad travels to PLU on Feb. 11 for
their opening game of the season.

Planning to graduate during the next academic year?
You're eligible to apply for

sure
Summer Undergraduate
Research Experience

a

June 1 - August 5, 2006
Washington State University
Pullman, Washington
Participate in a paid, hands-on
research project in one of more
than 40 fields of study, in both
science and liberal arts.

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/GLORIA TRESEDER

Sara Carnahan, Laura Hirsh, and Allison Craven (left to right) celebrate after a big defensive stop.

wvvw.sure.wsu.edu

WASHINGTON STATE
UNIVERSITY
Mirk/

Class. Face to Face.
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While you were gone: UPS basketball and swimming
By Sean Duade

sduade@ups.edu
Senior Sports Writer
In lieu of Christmas break and utter lack
of UPS sports coverage since school resumed, we at The Trail have decided to
provide a brief update of all the happenings over the break.

Women's Basketball
For a team picked to finish in fourth
place, the Loggers have far exceeded
their preseason expectations, as they currently remain deadlocked with PLU atop
the conference standings with just four
games remaining. Though their schedule
remains favorable, they play only two
teams with winning records (Whitworth
and Whitman) and it will be no cakewalk
as those games will be on the road.

'Big of war

The Loggers fell out of first place in the
NWC thanks to a loss to the Lutes on Jan.
3 by a score of 73-65 only to then regain
ikOlead by besting PLU at the Lute Fieldhouse 61-49 on Jan. 31. The Loggers have
the same record as the Lutes, but due to
tiebreakers, UPS currently has the conference lead. The Loggers and the Lutes
are both fighting for the first seed for the
post-season conference tournament The
top three teams in conference are invited
to the touranment, with the winner of the
two vs. three game playing the conference
champion for the right to go to the NCAA
tournament.

Keaton rewriting the
record Book

Senior
guard Kilty
Keaton put her
name on a short
list of names by
becoming only
the 10th player
to reach 1000
points in a Logger uniform,
accomplishing
the feat against

Kilty Keaton

points per game in
Cal Tech in the season opener at Memoher last seven games,
rial Fieldhouse Nov. 18. Keaton has conand Chase is averagtinued to score during our winter hiatus
ing 10.0 points m
averaging a career best 14.8 points per
that same span.
game, second only to Pacific s DeeDee
Arnall who is putting up 19.8 per contest.
Men's
With 311 points thus far this year KeaBasketball
ton has 1299 career points in 100 career
games, leapfrogging Wendy Davis (1158
Coach Eric Bridgepoints in [06 games) for the sixth most
land has more than
points in school history. Julie Vanni is
one reason to smile
next on the career list with 1366 points.
However, don't count on Keaton unseat- these days as his team looks to win the
ing school record holder Keely Running's NWC crown for a third consecutive year
thanks to the leadership and play of seniors
l
career mark of 2019 in 1 laanes.
Zack McVey, who leads the NWC in field
Carnahan
percentage at .663, and Chase CurSenior guard Sarah Carnahan is peak- goal the
conference's fifth leading scorer
ing at the right moment averaging career tiss,
at
17.9
ppg.
with the emergence
highs in points (12.0) rebounds (6.7) of freshman Coupled
guard Antwan Williams (the
and assists (3.86). Compare those to her odds on favorite
win conference freshnumbers from last years 04-05 campaign man of the year)tothey
have the Loggers
when she averaged then career best's clicking on all eight cylinders.
(4.4/ 2.6/ 3.0) and she becomes, unqueshot play of late includes winning
tionably, the most improved player in 10Their
of their last 11 contests including, most
the conference this year, and perhaps the recently,
reeling off five consecutive vicmost balanced player in the conference tories, scoring
448 points over that span
overall. Carnahan ranks 14th in the NWC while limiting their
opponents to just 355
in points, seventh in rebounds and free- points during the streak.
throw percentage and second in assists.
If the Loggers can keep their level of inTop of the charts
tensity where it is look for them to make a
The Loggers own the number one scor- deep tournament run come early March.
ing offense (76.1 points per game), the
Players of the Week
number two scoring defense (55.8 points
The Loggers have had three separate
allowed), the best scoring margin (best- players win NWC player of the week honing opponents by 20.3 ppg) and the sec- ors this year, the most by any team. The
ond best turnover margin (+5.29) in the
recipients are senNWC.
ior forward Zach
Searching for Improvement
McVey (won for
If the Loggers want to get to the next
the week of Jan.
level they need to get to the free throw
9), sophomore
line more. Puget Sound is dead last in the
guard Taylor
nine-team conference in free throw atMarsh (Dec. 23)
tempts per game with only 361 total in 21
and senior guard
games. If that was not bad enough, the
Chase Curtiss
Loggers are struggling when they do get
(Dec. 5). Only
to the line, shooting at a .665 clip, placing
one other school
them sixth in the conference.
has had two playFreshman coming to play
ers receive the
In the last three weeks, two Logger
honor (WhitAntwan
Williams
freshman have really stepped up and
man).
helped UPS on the ascent to the top of
Defensive
the conference. Alison Craven and Karen
Prowess
Chase have been lighting up the opposThe Loggers have four of the top five
ing teams lately. Craven is averaging 8.1 steals
leaders in the league, including
freshmanard and league leader Antwan
Williams (1st; 2.35), Curtiss (2nd; 2.15),
junior guard Ryan Delong (4th; 1.95) and
senior guard Josh Walker (5th; 1.75).
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Historic Footnote

Where will YOU live
next year (or even this
summer)?

Puget Sound defeated UC Riverside
115-111 Dec. 21. In doing so the Loggers
accomplished a feat that no other DIII
team had accomplished in the previous 13
months: defeat a DI team. Granted, UC
Riverside is not having their best year,
(they fell to 0-8 with the loss). Nonethe-

•

less the team's victory and its footnote
made the ESPN ticker during Sportscenter that night.

Showdown with Bearcats looming

While Puget Sound is perceivably the
best team m the conference, the team
can't rest easy just yet, as the Willamette
Bearcats are just one game behind the
conference-leading Loggers, with four
games remaining for both teams in their
respective regular seasons, including a
game against each other Feb. 17 at the
Memorial Field house. If the Bearcats do
not stumble in their next two games the
Loggers and their fans could be treated to
a potential classic in the making.

•

Swimming
The Northwest Conference Championship is scheduled to begin Feb. 10-12 at •
the Weyerhaeuser King County Aquatic Center in Federal Way, WA. In case
you've missed it, here are some potential
storylines to keep an eye on.
10 in a row ?
The women have won nine consecutive NWC titles dating back to 1997 and
are poised, thanks to a 7-0 record to add
another title to their collection. The only
possible road block could be Lewis &
Clark, currently sitting in second with a
6-1 record, but their chances seem unlikely at best.

•

Younguns lead
the team

Young swimmers
have been thrust into
limelight, and thus
far they've done (my
swimapologies)
will
mingly, but
they have enough in
the tank for conferBreanna Trygg
ences?
Paul Hughes and
Greg Wolfe have led
the Loggers this year. The freshman and
sophomore have dominated the conference and Hughes is considered one of the
top swimmers in the nation. He is in the
top 10 nationally in both the 100m and
200m breastroke. Hughes and Wolfe hope
to send off the only two seniors on the
squad, Adam Senkyrik and Ian Colville,
with a great conference meet.
The woman have dominanted as usual
all year with few conference contests even
close. The women hope that senior leader
and captain Breanna Trygg can regain
some of her strength so she can compete
at the conference meet. Trygg has the
number one time in the conference in the
100m backstroke and is seeking another
conference title.

•

Sean Duade has been seen sneaking around
with Bubba Crosby planning ways to assisinate the Boston Traitor.

CLUB SPORTS
-or

Hockey

You can find apartment, house,
and room listings at:
www.ups.edu/dsa/offcampus

Other questions about living offcampus? Visit our office, send us
an email, or even IM us!
WSC 203 / offcampus@ups.edu
AIM: UPSoffcampus

ultv Fan Felt 2006
to faculty members at

al Fieldh

The UPS hockey squad
traveled to Oregon to battle the Ducks on Feb. 3
and 4. The Loggers were
struck down by bad luck
on the way down as one of
the cars carrying the players broke down. On Feb.
3 they fell 4-9. The lack
of bodies really hurt the
Loggers on Feb. 4 as they
were unable to stern the
Duck attack, losing 11-1.
The Loggers host Western
Washington on Feb. 10 at
10 p.m. and Feb. 11 at 5:15
p.m. UPS lost both games
to Western earlier this year
in Bellingham. TheLoggers currently sit 5-5 in
League Standings while
Western is 8-1.

Lacrosse

The UPS Men's Lacrosse
team hosted Gonzaga University on Feb. 4 but fell
to the Bulldogs 14-3 in a
tough battle. UPS hopes to
recover in their upcoming
game on Feb. 11 against
the University of Washington. The Huskies battle the
Loggers at Mason Middle
school at 1 p.m.
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Trail commentators put the Seahawks season in focus
Engler: Thanks to the Steelers for putting the Seattle fans in their place
This includes the receiving by tight ends and running backs. Sure, Jackson started out
hot, but where did he go after the first quarter? Average receivers run average routes.
They also drop passes, and we all know that dropping passes is the thing to do in Seattle. The actual wideouts in the game did not drop any huge passes that I can remember,
but that's okay, Jeremy Stevens' disgusting performance, with a little help from the
As a non-Seahawks fan, living amongst a whole state of "12th man fanatics" can MVP, kept the stigma alive. No team can win games without holding onto the ball.
The last issue to talk about is one of officiating. Pittsburgh fan commend the refs,
be utterly annoying. That is why I found it rather refreshing to see all of Washington
silenced and humbled on Sunday when the Pittsburgh Steelers defeated the Seattle while Seattle fans condemn them. The reality is this: in the biggest game of the year,
officiating should be tight. It should be meticulous. If a player breaks a rule, no matter
Seahawks 21-10 in Detroit.
OF The reason for my enjoyment was not solely to see the Seahawks get whipped, but for how small the infraction, he still broke the rule, throw the flag, end of story. Instead of
the nation to see what most football fans saw before the game: the Steelers are better. whining about the refs like sore losers, teach yourplayers to play without cheating.
As I stated from the start, I am not a Seahawks fan, but I did not write this with the
I know, I know, everyone sees 20/20 in hindsight, but let's be honest, the Hawks had
sole purpose to bash the Seahawks. The truth needed to be told. Seattle's fair-weather,
nothing going for them.
In case this isn't clear to everyone, I'll break it down for you. The Seahawks fea- band-wagon fans finally realized this truth when it slapped them in the face. The Seatured the NFL's softest, most overrated MVP in Shaun Alexander against an amazingly hawks are not yet ready for the big game. They have no history, no greatness of which
disciplined and hostile front seven of the Steelers. Any- to speak. This season was a wonderful ride, but the Hawks still have a ways to go. They
one who saw Alexander's meaningless effort can tell you will start their greatness someday, it just didn't start Sunday.
Joe Engler once did forty sit-ups on his driveway for fun.
who won this battle. Pittsburgh's running game wielded a
double-edged sword with the up-and-coming "Fast" Willie Parker and the soon to be Hall of Famer Jerome Bettis. They matched up against Seattle's exciting yet young
and inexperienced defense. Bettis' storyline of returning to
his hometown for his last game should have been evidence
alone that the Steelers would take this one.
Then there's the battle of the quarterbacks: an already
proven young star who plays with the poise of a seasoned
vet versus a very slow-to-mature pocket passer with little
accomplishment. Ben Roethlisberger proved the Steelers
aren't always about the running game by lighting up his
opponents with his arm throughout the playoffs. This made
Pittsburgh a well-balanced team against what seems to be
PHOTO COURT. OF GOOGLE IMAGES
a defense that lacks leadership. Matt Hasselback actually
Above, Steeler tailback and played a decent game despite the lackluster performances
Detroid native Jerome Bet from his teammates, which brings me to my final, and most
obvious point.
tis. Right, MVP Hines Ward
The Seattle receivers have never been (with the exception of Steve Largent) and never will be more than average.
and Coach Bill Cowher.

By Joe Engler
jengler@ups.edu
Sports Writer

-

Flores: Thankful for the heart and soul shown by the Emerald-City Team
By Quentin Flores
qflores@ups.edu
Sports Writer
Another NFL season has passed, however this one was
unlike any of us have ever experienced in the city of
Seattle. Despite a 21-10 loss to the Pittsburg Steelers at
Ford Field at Super Bowl XL, the Seattle Seahawks had
a wonderful year finishing 13-3 in the regular season and
S then
going on to win the NFC championship and earning
a trip to the Detroit.
As many of you Seahawks fans out there, I felt like
crying, breaking windows and also kicking my dog after the loss Sunday. However none of those would've
truly made me feel any better. I wanted the Hawks to
win as much as the next guy and would've given away
my roommate's dearest belongings to make sure it happened. Unfortunately, Goodwill was closed so I had to
settle for the loss.
There are a number of things that could have caused
the Seahawks to lose
the game so I might as
well talk about them
all. Let me first state
that the Seahawks did
give this one away.
Congratulations to the
Steelers for winning,
however you didn t
necessarily earn this
one.
Matt Hasselbeck
looked on point for
much of the game.
However many of
his favorite targets
weren't on the same
PHOTO COURT OF KNIGHT RIDER NEWSPAPERS
page as him and this
One of the three passes Jerramy hurt the Hawks in
many key situations.
Stevens dropped against the
Of course what
stands out most of all
a Steelers.
is the play of Jerramy

Stevens, In one word, terrible. Yes, he had a touchdown
(he was lucky he didn't drop that one too), but he played
very poorly for a guy who said that the Seahawks would
win the game. Joey Porter was right. Stevens is soft, and
probably the softest tight end in the NFL. Enough said
about Stevens. It is far too painful a subject to keep talking about.
Veteran receivers Darryl Jackson and Bobby Engram
didn't help Hasselbeck out either. Jackson did have a
stellar first quarter, but he should have gotten his feet in
bounds in a late first half pass, and his lack of running a
quality route resulted in Ifasselbeck's only pick in a very
important third quarter drive. Jackson got off the line
slowly and was out of position when Hasselbeck threw
a pass that went right into the opposition's hands. If he
had run the right routes then maybe that pick might have
been avoided.
Engram, who is usually a sure handed receiver, failed
to get his hands up in time, thus resulting in a ball to
the facemask. Hasselbeck threw a hot pass to Engram
because of a Pittsburg blitz and Engram was simply not
paying attention. This resulted in another costly punt,
one that veteran Tom Rouen botched, might I add.
Rouen punted four balls for touchbacks when he had
the opportunity to pin the Steelers inside their own 10.
This is simply unacceptable in a Super Bowl.
Defensively the Hawks were hampered by injuries to
three starters. Safety Marquand Manuel pulled a groin,
cornerback Kevin Dyson re-injured his quad and tackle
Rocky Bernad pulled a hammy trying to lead a blocking
convoy for Kelly Herndon.
The injury to Manuel hurt the Hawks the most because
this meant that the third stringer Etric Pruitt had to play
the majority of the game. Pruitt was late getting to ball
carriers and Pittsburg exploited his play. It is understandable though, because Pruitt didn't play with the esxception of special teams all year.
One of the most negative factors of Sunday's game
was the officiating of the referees. Calls went against
Seattle all day, hampering Seattle on many key plays and
drives. Everybody m the nation wanted Pittsburg to win,
but during the game it seemed like the officials wanted
the Steelers to win as well. The Hawks had 70 penalty
yards to the Steelers' 20. It just wasn't fair and it puts a

6

FINAL APPLICATION DEAD

sour taste in the mouths of all Seahawk fans as well as
fans who just wanted to see a good game.
Around the nation people are talking about how the
Seahawks got screwed. I mean, even Skip Bayless had
the Seahawks' backs in an article written for ESPN. This
was coming from the guy who called them the Seattle
"Seafrauds" two days before the game. In a poll conducted by ESPN.com every state in the nation except for
Pennsylvania and some small neighboring state voted
that the Officials definitely changed the game. 50 percent of people polled gave them an "F," and 42 percent
said that they would remember bad officiating more than
any other play in Super Bowl XL. Don't worry Seattle;
for once the nation is actually on our side.
Although we didn't win the big game the Hawks still
had a stellar year. After starting the year 2-2 they had
an 11-game winning streak that featured the numberone offense and an up-and—coming, top-5 defense. This
year saw the maturity of Hasselbeck into the NFL elite
as well as Rookie Lofa Tatupu showing that he can play
like a seasoned veteran.
The Hawks also got past some of the demons of their
past. They found out how to close out big games and
they also learned to win on the road, two factors that
helped pave the road to the Detroit.
The Seahawks will be back next year whether or not
MVP Shaun Alexander signs in the off-season. The offensive line is too good and Maurice Morris is very capable of carrying the load.
Ken Hamlin is also set to return and you can be sure
that Seattle will finally draw the attention of the big
name free agents. With a weaker league than the AFC
and a very young team, the Hawks stand to be the one
team almost destined to go to the Super Bowl next year.
Hopefully that can attract some new players to come
find the Wizard in the Emerald City
So thank you Seahawks for an
season full of excitement and prosperity. You brought attention to the
Northwest and showed that you are truly one of the best
teams in the NFL. And like the great Chinese proverb
says, there's always next year. Well, maybe that's not
Chinese, but I'm Chinese and I'm saying it, so there.
Quentin Flores has been know to deny his Danish and
Ethiopian heritage.
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UPS women claims conference lead .
Loggers vault over PLU in national rankings

Ramirez was also involved in one of the game's key
plays at the end of the first half. Freshman Allison Craven knocked the ball away from a PLU guard and teammate senior Sarah Carnahan was there to grab the steal
and flip it to Ramirez. Ramirez then sent a long pass
The 12 Logger women basketball players made their down the court to Keaton, who finished the play with a
goal quite obvious on Jan. 31 with their spirited 61-49 gorgeous lay-up. The points were put up before the fans
victory over the 21 ranked Pacific Lutheran Univer- in the stands could even figure out how Carnahan mansity.L.T. S is currently ranked 20 by
aged to get the ball to Ramirez, ak,
D3hoops.com . The win tied them
much less know how Keaton
with P U for the lead in the tough
down the court waiting to
"The team chemistry that is was
Northwest Conference, a stance that
finish the play.
they maintained with a win over developing comes as a result of
This remarkably quick and
working towards our common in-tune play demonstrates the
George Fox on Jan. 31, 59-44.
"This season has been successful so goal and having a great time mak- connection these players have
far because we all have had the same ing each other better in practice both on and off the court.
goal since the beginning of the year, every day."
"The team chemistry that is ,Ah
which is to reach the NWC tournadeveloping comes as a result w
Kitty Keaton of working towards our comment," senior Kilty Keaton said.
senior guard mon goal and having a great
The game against PLU was a close
battle, beginning to end, but the Logtime making each other better
gers wanted the victory more. Smart
in practice every day," Keaton
play was key to the victory. Coach
said.
Suzy Barcomb's attacking offense is based on solid
This motivation and dedication paid off Jan. 31.
picks and aggressive driving and the Logger women
It would be hard to accurately recount the game with- ,,,,
were able to put up the points they needed to win. The out giving credit to Carnahan. Not only did she lead w
women were not afraid of making a move and taking it the team on the court, but also led in scoring too. On
hard to the basket, like junior Shelby . Ramirez, who had Feb. 3 Canahan scored 14 points, followed closely by
several solid drives in the second half.
junior Brie Adderely, with 12 points, and Ramirez, with
By Helen MacDonald
hmacdonald@ups.edu
Sports Writer
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Senior guard Sara Carnahan drives to the hole in a recent
conference match-up against Pacific.

SEE WOMEN'S BASKETBALL PAGE
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Men's Basketball extends conference lead
By Will Holden
wholden@ups.edu
Assistant Sports Editor
The Loggers men's basketball team stayed in first
place in the Northwest Conference after two wins this
week. The first was on Jan. 31 at Pacific Lutheran, and
the second on Feb. 3 at George Fox. The Loggers beat
the Lutes 97-76 and the Bruins by 96-76. The Loggers
benefited heavily from a loss by 'Willamette which put
them in first place.
The first victory came on the Lutes' home court and
was by no means an easy one.
In fact, UPS took a puny two-point lead into half-time
as they played without key post player Jason Foster,
who sat out most of the first half with four fouls. PLU
played within four points of the Loggers for much of
the second half.
In the end, though, UPS would outdo PLU by forcing
34 total turnovers and a 51-33 second half score, which
was aided by great scoring efforts by Chase Curtiss and
Taylor Marsh, who chipped in 23 and 17 points respectively.
The Loggers also owe a big part of their victory to the
performances of their two freshman postmen, James
Pinkney and Foster. Pinkney played a key role in the
Loggers' defensive schemes, hounding sideline passes
and helping to force three turnovers that turned the tide
of the game early in the second half.
Foster played with an intensity not often seen from
a player on the brink of fouling out, scoring 13 points
with one foul left to give.
UPS' second match-up came against a hated George
Fox team, one that handed them their only conference
loss of last season. The Bruins came into the match-up
with a sub-.500 record, but the Loggers had no intent of
taking this team lightly.
UPS lost control of the game early, taking over nine
minutes to claim their first lead. But once they overtook the Bruins 19-17, the Loggers never looked back,

Logger Scores
M Basketball: UPS 96 PLU 76
UPS 97 GFU 76
W Basketball: UPS 61 PLU 49
UPS 59 GFU 44
UPS 4 Uof0 9
Hockey:
UPS 1 Uof0 11

Logger Sports on Tap
M Basketball: Feb. 10 at Whitworth 8 p.m.
Feb. 11 at Whitman 8 p.m.
W Basketball: Feb. 10 at Whitworth 6 p.m.
Feb. 11 at Whitman 6 p.m.
Feb. 10 vs. Western 10 p.m.
Hockey:
Feb. 11 vs. Western 5:15 p.m.
Swimming: Feb. 10-12 in Federal Way
Feb. 11 at PLU 1 p.m.
Baseball:

extending the lead to as many as 20 as they treated the
Bruins to a 96-76 shellacking.
McVey's performance led the way for UPS as he lead
the team in points (19), rebounds (12), assists (3) and
blocks (5).
Four other Loggers went for double figures inpoints
including Curtiss, who matched McVey's 19, and Ryan
DeLong, who added 16 off the bench.
On Feb. 10 the Loggers travel to Spokane to battle
the Whitworth Pirates. Whitworth currently sits in third
place with a 9-3 conference record. When the Pirates
traveled to the UPS Fieldhouse on Jan. 13 they gave the
Loggers a tough test, leading most of the second half in
the 106-105 game.
Ryan DeLong hit a shot at the end of the game to
win it for the Loggers. The Loggers will have to try to
do a better job handling James Jones as he went for 30
points against the Logger defense.
Lance Pecht also added 24 for the Pirates. McVey was
insane for the Loggers, going 10-13 from the floor and
notching 23 points. Marsh also added 23 points.
On Feb. 11 the Loggers travel south to Walla Walla
to battle the Whitman Missionaries. UPS had an easier
game of it the first game on Jan. 14, winning 112-103.
Curtiss had 29 points in the match-up against the Missionaries and Taylor Marsh chipped in 16.
The Loggers need to hang on to the conference lead
the rest of the way in order to assure themselves the one
seed and home-court advantage in the Conference Tournament. Because the conference is not well respected
around the country, only the winner of the tournament
is likely to make it to the NCAA tournament.
The Loggers now find themselves in the driver's
seat going into the final stretch of four games, paying
special attention to their rematch against second place
Willamette, a match R.J. Barsh promises UPS will be
ready for.
"They're coming into our house on senior day," Barsh
said. "There's no way we're losing that game."

Will Holden got second in his search for the Holy Grail.
Damn sparrows carried it off
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Senior Zak McVey finishes a put back against Ryan Caldwell of 4IP
PLU. McVey leads the conference in shooting percentage.

Logger Athletes of the Week •
Senior Chase Curtiss (Senior, Santa Cruz, Calif.) gets the nod after scoring 42 points,
including 11 three-pointers in the Loggers two road wins last weekend. Currently,
Curtiss leads UPS in scoring putting up 17.9 points a game, an average good enough
for fifth overall in the Northwest Conference.

Senior Sarah Carnahan (Bad Homburg, Germany) earns honors after posting backto-back double-doubles in the Loggers two huge wins over nationally ranked Pacific
Lutheran and George Fox. Carnahan scored 14 points and grabbed 10 rebounds in
both games and came within two assists of a triple-double in the fame against the
Bruins as well.
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